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DIFFERENCES IN DECISION-MAKING STRATEGIES USED BY
EXPERIENCED AND NOVICE NURSES TO FORMULATE
NURSING DIAGNOSES
ABSTRACT
SUSAN MARIE RICHARD HALL, B.S.N., M.S.N.
TEXAS WOMAN'S UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF NURSING
AUGUST 1986
The purpose of this study was to examine differences in
decision-making strategies of experienced and novice nurses.
A computerized simulation (SIMUDEMA) was developed to
provide patient data in response to questions.

Subjects

were given a brief patient report with a photograph and
asked to gather data to make the priority nursing diagnosis.
The study was conducted on a community college campus.
Forty-four subjects were randomly selected from two
populations:

students enrolled in the first year of an

associate degree nursing program and graduates of the same
program who had been working for two or more years.
Subjects received an information letter asking for voluntary
participation.
Two scores were calculated, PTS and SCORFST, which
represented the total and average informational value of
questions asked.

Significant differences were noted in the
vi

length of time required, use of nursing categories, early
selection of a multiple hypothesis testing strategy, and
SCORFST scores.

Significant correlations were noted between

test/retest PTS scores, PTS scores and ACT social science
scores, and between SCORFST scores and months of experience.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Two issues currently receiving much attention in
nursing literature are the necessity of generating nursing
theories to accumulate a scientific knowledge base and
whether or not to use nursing diagnoses.

Both of these

efforts suggest that while nursing is a caring, humanistic
profession that deals with the whole person, it must also be
a profession made up of members possessing certain cognitive
skills.

The cognitive skill required of nurses consists of

theoretical knowledge of scientific principles and the
ability to process information.

The information gained

during assessment is used to determine a diagnostic category

that will guide further assessment.

This diagnostic

category is known as a nursing diagnosis.

The process used

to formulate the diagnosis is known as the decision-making
or diagnostic process.
All nurses are expected to formulate nursing diagnoses.
Current state nurse practice acts, professional nursing
organizations, and hospital accrediting agencies are
promoting the use of nursing diagnoses to plan care
(Guzzetta

&

Dossey, 1983).

While making a nursing diagnosis
1
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has become a state of the art function of nursing, nurses
have difficulty formulating nursing diagnoses.

Nursing

authors (Aspinall, 1979; Benner, 1984; Corcoran, 1986;
Gordon, 1976; Gordon

&

Sweeney, 1979) have suggested that

there is a difference in decision-making strategies used by
experienced and novice nurses to arrive at nursing diagnoses.

Even if the only difference in decision making is

that experienced nurses diagnose more quickly, there are
times when rapid decision making is critical to patient
welfare.

Patient conditions vary tremendously and situa-

tions in which rapid, accurate decision making is critical
may not always occur when the experienced nurse is on duty.
If one espouses the belief that all patients deserve the
same quality of health care, it becomes imperative for all
nurses, even novices, to possess the ability to assess and
diagnose under a variety of conditions.
Gordon (1980) and Mallick (1983) suggested that the
difference in diagnostic decision-making strategies has been
partially attributed to the suggestion that decision making
required to formulate nursing diagnoses is not taught.
Gordon added that experienced nurses are able to diagnose
because they have caught 2!! to the best strategies to use.
Gordon's assertion presents a challenge to nursing educators
to narrow the gap between the decision-making performance of
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novice and experienced nurses.

Prior to undertaking the

task of teaching the diagnostic decision-making process,
differences in decision-making strategies used by novice and
experienced nurses should be identified.

Of particular

importance to this investigator was the possibility that the
use of different strategies could reflect different levels
of a developmental process.

If developmental processes are

involved in formulating nursing diagnoses, increased
opportunities to practice diagnostic decision making could
be a method of enhancing progress toward the goal.
In summary, there are numerous arguments to defend
assertions that nurses must be able to make decisions and
nursing diagnoses.

The suggestion that novice and

experienced nurses make these decisions and diagnoses
differently has been followed by the assertion that the
diagnostic process is not taught during nursing education.
If nursing educators are to accept the challenge of
narrowing the gap between the decision making of novices and
experts, they must first have a clear picture of these
differences in decision making.

The intent of this study

was to define these diagnostic decision-making differences.
Problem of Study
The purpose of this study was to answer the research
question:

What is the difference in decision-making
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strategies used by novice nurses and experienced nurses when
formulating nursing diagnoses?

The delineation of the

differences between the two groups in the area of diagnostic
decision-making strategy selection would enable nursing
educators to design teaching strategies which would assist
novice nurses to attain an understanding of the concept of
nursing diagnosis in a manner suited to their learning
needs.
Justification of the Problem
In its Social Policy Statement, the American Nurses'
Association (ANA)(1980) defined nursing as "the diagnosis
and treatment of hwnan responses to actual or potential
health problems" (p. 9).

The 1981 Texas Statutes Regulating

the Practice of Professional Nursing Rule 388.04.00.011, on
Standards of Nursing Practice, item 4, includes a statement
that "the registered professional nurse shall make nursing
judgments and decisions" (p. 16).

These statements left no

doubt that, at least in Texas, nurses were legally bound to
make nursing judgments and decisions.
In addition to the legislative mandate to make nursing
judgments, the Joint Commission on Accreditation of
Hospitals (JCAH) recommended the use of nursing diagnoses as
a means of documenting patient care (Guzzetta & Dossey,
1983).

This recommendation by JCAH has had an economic
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impact on hospitals by requiring the provision of 24-hour
unit staffing with registered nurses capable of making
nursing diagnoses.

Schultz (1982) suggested that many

health care costs will be influenced by the effectiveness of
nursing decisions.

In order to meet the expectations of

consumers and employers, the ability to make decisions and
nursing diagnoses must be present prior to entering the job
market.

Therefore, the task for nursing educators is to

produce a graduate nurse who is already a high caliber
diagnostician (Mallick, 1983).

Aspinall (1979) suggested

that the presence of diagnostic skills may be one method of
distinguishing technical from professional nursing practice.
However, as long as nurses of varying educational preparation function under the same nurse practice act, all nurses
must be prepared to make these judgments.
Nursing educators have not ignored the mandate to
produce graduates who use decision making to formulate
nursing diagnoses.

For years educators have spoken of the

importance of developing critical reasoning in nurses (Gezi
&

Hadley, 1970; Komorita, 1963).

successful practice has

frequently been measured in terms of the ability to think
critically, use judgment, make decisions, and act.

Sherman,

Miller, Farrand, and Holzemer (1979) described one of the
major issues confronting faculty today as "the dilemma of
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identifying the best methods to teach and evaluate clinical
judgment and the decision-making process" (p. 5).
This concern with teaching the process of decision
making has also been cited by Gordon (1980, 1982) and
Mallick (1983).

These authors described the differences in

decision-making strategies of novice and experienced nurses
and suggested that the responsibility could lie with the
manner in which nursing diagnosis has been taught.

Matthews

and Gaul (1979) reported differences in cue utilization by
undergraduate and graduate nurses.

Mallick (1983) stated

that the role of diagnostician was frequently buried within
the roles of caregiver, assessor, and planner.

Larkin,

McDermott, Simon, and Simon (1980) added that the concept of

nursing process, an abstract entity that may be understood
as a whole by the experienced nurse, must be broken down
into concrete parts for the beginner.

The beginning

diagnostician must learn the parts before the whole can be
understood.

In addition, Benner (1984) proposed that after

the diagnostic skill was attained, it became transformed so
that the whole was greater than the sum of the parts.
The National Conference Group on Nursing Diagnosis
(Gebbie

&

Lavin, 1975) identified a list of nursing

diagnoses with defining criteria for use in clinical testing
by nurses in all health care settings.

Kim and Moritz
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(1982) suggested that now was an excellent time to
incorporate these categories into decision-making teaching
strategies.

One pair of educators, Fredette and O'Connor

(1979), reported success in teaching the diagnostic process
by focusing on theoretical content as the basis for
formulating nursing diagnoses.

In their program, actual

diagnostic categories including etiology and defining
criteria have been incorporated into the curriculum.
All critical thinking problems will not be solved by
merely learning the diagnostic categories, their causes and
defining criteria.

Hammond, Kelly, Castellan, Schneider,

and Vancini (1966) pointed out that traditionally nurses
have been accustomed to seeing and doing rather than
thinking.

These authors stated that this attitude would not

prepare the nurse for the current job market in which
cognitive as well as psychomotor skills are expected.
(1966), Grier (1981), and Gordon (1982) suggested that
learning more about diagnostic reasoning would improve
clinical teaching and practice.
According to Schultz (1982), vast resources in the
areas of information processing and decision making are
available for use by nurses to further understanding of
assessment and nursing diagnosis.

Schultz viewed the

assessment process as consisting of data collection,

Kelly
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screening, aggregation, analysis, and finally decision
making.

Having reviewed the studies of numerous authors

from the early 1960s, Schultz concluded that problems in
decision making occurred during the aggregation phase.
During this phase of aggregating data, conservative decision
makers tended to be wasteful of time and money by requiring
more information than really necessary to make a decision.
In her studies of risk taking, Grier (1981) also found that
nurses tended to collect more information than necessary and
could therefore be classified as conservative decision
makers.
Nurses receive data from a multitude of physical,
psychological, and environmental sources.

From this data

input, the nurse must select and utilize relevant cues to
form an immediate judgment and determine an immediate
action.

Because the demand for action is immediate, a

degree of risk surrounds every nursing decision.

The nurse

must make these risky decisions rapidly and accurately so
that the correct actions ensue.

The fact that nurses have

difficulty making these decisions has been cited by numerous
authors (Aspinall, 1979; Gordon, 1976, 1980; Grier

&

Schnitzler, 1979; Hammond, Kelly, Castellan et al., 1966).
Several experts in the area of learning and cognition
have developed theories on information processing in the act
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of decision making.

Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin (1956)

thought that the process of categorization was central to
all cognitive activity.

They suggested that humans use

decision-making strategies to assist in selecting
appropriate information, regulating cognitive strain, and
balancing risks.

These theorists thought that it was

possible to externalize the process of making an inference
thereby making it possible to study the strategies being
used by the inferer.

This externalization of decision-

making strategies used by both novice nurses and experienced
nurses may assist educators in determining how teaching
strategies should be altered in order to improve attainment
of the concept of nursing diagnosis.
In summary, the process of making clinical inferences
is a crucial aspect of nursing practice.

The ANA, state

practice acts, and a major hospital accreditation agency
have espoused the idea that nurses make judgments inferred
from assessed information and that these judgments form the
basis of nursing actions (Guzzetta

&

Dossey, 1983).

The

outcome of this reasoning process is a nursing diagnosis.
Because nurses are legally bound to make judgments, and
because authors (Aspinall, 1979; Gordon, 1976, 1980; Grier
Schnitzler, 1979; Hammond, Kelly, Castellan et al., 1966)
have reported that nurses have difficulty making diagnostic

&
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decisions, the skill of diagnostic reasoning must be taught
and evaluated.
Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework for this study involved two
major concepts.

These concepts were categorization and

discovery as they both related to diagnostic decision
making.

Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin's (1956) work

describing categorization along with Bruner's (1979) essay
on the act of discovery have provided the framework for
Bruner's cognitive-field theory which encompassed both
categorization and discovery.

In this section, a discussion

of this theory as it supports the application of these
concepts to decision making in nursing is presented.
Categorization
The fact that nurses must collect items of information
about the patient to determine a nursing diagnosis initially
led this investigator to the concept of categorization.
Categorization was defined by Bruner et al. (1956) as the
process of looking for similarities, grouping similar
objects, events, and people into classes, and responding in
terms of class membership rather than in terms of uniqueness.

A

similar concept, that of conceptualization, was

defined by Webster's (1970) as (1) "something conceived in
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the mind such as a thought or notion" and (2) "an abstract
idea generalized from particular instances" (p. 171).

In

Roget's Thesaurus (1966), the term conceptualize is linked
with the term cognize, meaning to know.

Bruner used the two

terms, conceptualization and categorization, interchangeably
to describe the process of sorting environmental information
into significant classes of events (Bigge 1982).

Because of

Bruner's consistent use of the terms as being equivalent,
and the cumbersomeness of using both terms together, this
investigator also used the two terms interchangeably
throughout the description of this theoretical framework.
Categorization, according to Bruner et al. (1956), is a
method of information processing and the way one deals with
the world.

By relating to classes of events rather than

relating to individual events, one is able to process
greater amounts of information.
basic types of categories:

Bruner et al. described two

identity and equivalence.

Identity categories include variations of the same object,
whereas equivalence categories consist of different objects
treated in a similar manner.

Bruner et al. further defined

three classes of equivalence categories:
functional, and formal" (p. 4).

"affective,

In the affective

equivalence form, objects evoking the same emotional
response are classified together.

Functional equivalence
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categories include objects that have a similar function.
Objects are placed in formal equivalence categories if they
consist of specified intrinsic properties (Bigge, 1982).
By relating to classes of symptoms, the experienced
nurse, assigned to a new patient, can quickly process
information in order to determine appropriate actions to use
in caring for that patient.

The nurse searches for the

class of symptoms the patient is displaying and performs
actions which deal with that class of symptoms.

While the

method does not provide an individualized plan of care, it
does provide a starting point from which further
categorization can take place.
The placement of an object or event in a category
implies that there are rules for membership which define
that category.

These rules include the following:

critical

attributes, the manner in which attributes are to be
combined, the weight given to various properties, and
acceptance limits on attributes.

Lefrancois (1972) used the

example of a car to describe category rules.

A rule for a

category such as car that specifies a car as having four
wheels might set the limits of variation at zero.

Thus,

anything with three wheels or less, or five wheels or more,
would not be a car.
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Bruner et al. (1956) discussed the fact that concepts
usually cannot be inferred from one attribute alone.
Instead, attainment of concepts usually requires the
examination of several attributes taken together.

They made

a distinction between conjunctive, disjunctive, and
relational concepts.

The method of distinguishing these

concepts was related to the manner of combining attributes.
In order to understand the theory of categorization, a
definition of each type of concept is necessary.
Conjunctive concepts are defined by the joint presence
of the appropriate value of several attributes.

Disjunctive

concepts are defined either by the joint presence of two or
more attributes or by the presence of any one of the
relevant attributes.

Lefrancois (1972) gave the example of

a psychotic individual with delusions of grandeur, an
intense fear of persecution, and a mania for stealing.

The

fact that the individual would still be psychotic if he only
had delusions, phobia, or mania illustrates the fact that
this is a disjunctive concept.

Relational concepts are

defined by the specific relationship between attribute
values.
In nursing, the concept of nursing diagnosis has been
described as disjunctive (Gordon, 1980).

The disjunctive
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nature of nursing diagnoses accounts for the difficulty
encountered with concept attainment in this area.
Bruner et al. (1956) wrote that cognition is concerned
with information processing and decision making.

All

information is processed through the act of categorization,
and all decision making involves classification.

According

to Bruner et al., there are four sequential steps involved
in categorization.
1.

Primitive categorization--the event, object, or

person is isolated and attended to.
2.

Cue search--the event, object, or person is

searched for attributes that will be useful in identifying
the same.
3.

Confirmation check--an initial temporary

categorization after which additional cues are sought to
either confirm or disconfirm the object's placement in the
category.
4.

Confirmation completion--termination of cue

searching.

Sometimes additional cues presented at this

point will be ignored if they do not agree with placement of
the event in the designated category.
Bruner et al. (1956) described five benefits to be
derived from the act of categorizing.
complexity of the environment.

First, it reduces the

The second benefit is that
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categorization provides a method of identifying objects.
Third, categorization reduces the necessity for constant
learning.

Fourth, categorization provides direction for

instrumental activity.

In this way, one knows in advance

which actions will be appropriate or inappropriate to take
in dealing with the event or instance.

Lastly, categorizing

allows one to order and relate classes of events into larger
systems called coding systems.

In this way one is able to

store large amounts of information regarding large classes
of events rather than the minute details of individual
events.
As the individual starts to search for cues, there are
several strategies that may be employed to achieve
categorization.

A strategy is defined by Bruner et al.

(1956) as "a pattern of decisions in the acquisition,
retention, and utilization of information that serves to
meet certain objectives" (p. 54).

The use of the strategy

helps to insure certain forms of outcome and to insure
against certain others.

The authors described three

benefits of using strategies for the selection of
information.

These are:

a.

They increase the likelihood that instances
encountered will contain appropriate information.

b.

They render less strainful the task of assimilating
and keeping track of information.
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c.

They regulate the amount of risk one will undergo
in attaining a correct solution within a limited
number of choices. {p. 82)

A strategy is not a conscious process but rather an
unconscious intellectual act employed to obtain and use
information.

Because strategy selection is an unconscious

process, objective measurement is extremely difficult.
Bruner et al. {1956) hypothesized that this intellectual act
could be studied by looking at the decisions made as each
item of information is collected.

Patterns of decisions,

once identified, enable the onlooker to make inferences as
to the process being used to make decisions.
In order to assess strategies of information
processing, the researcher must construct an ideal strategy
that has "the formal properties necessary to meet certain
demands or objectives with 'maximal rationality"' {Bruner et
al., 1956, p. 55).

The authors stated that these ideal

strategies could be stated in strict logical terms.
Strategies are chosen to meet requirements of the
situation.

Therefore, there would be an ideal strategy to

attain a concept with the minimal number of encounters, an
ideal strategy requiring the least amount of cognitive
strain, and an ideal strategy for reducing the degree of
risk.
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According to Bruner et al. (1956), selection of a
strategy is influenced by the amount of information, the
degree of cognitive strain the individual is willing to
accept, and the risks involved in the consequences of the
decision.

The authors described several factors involved in

the process of strategy selection.

These factors included

definition of the task, nature of the instances encountered,
the nature of validation, the consequences of specific
categorizations, and the nature of imposed restrictions.
Bruner et al. (1956) proposed that four major
strategies are used by individuals to process information.
These strategies are described as follows.
1.

Simultaneous-scanning strategy--a person uses each

instance encountered as an occasion for deducing which
hypotheses are feasible and which must be eliminated.

It is

a highly exacting strategy and involves carrying many
independent hypotheses in memory.
2.

successive-scanning strategy--a person tests one

hypothesis at a time.

The scanner "limits his choices to

those instances that provide a direct test of his
hypothesis" (Bruner et al., 1956, p. 85).

This strategy

reduces cognitive strain to a minimum but is wasteful of
instances because they must be encountered again and again
as they are used to test subsequent hypotheses.

Also, a
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great deal of risk is involved in this strategy since it is
so time consuming that one may never get around to the right
instance and hypothesis.

The patient may not survive the

assessment.
3.

Conservative focusing strategy--a person finds an

example of the concept to use as an initial focus, then
makes a sequence of choices which alter one attribute value
at a time.

As each attribute is altered, positive instances

are added to the knowledge of the concept.

Encountering a

negative instance helps one to know which attribute values
must have defined the concept.

Lefrancois (1972) suggested

that this strategy was the most logical one for humans to
use since it imposes relatively little cognitive strain and
ensures that eventually the concept will be attained.
4.

Focus gambling strategy--this strategy is similar

to the conservative focusing strategy except that the person
varies more than one attribute at a time.
strategy is risky.

This gambling

If instances remain positive, the

scanner has learned a great deal in one test.

However, if

the instance is negative, the scanner will not know whether
both altered attributes were responsible for the negative
response or just one.

The decision maker is left with the

task of rechecking both attributes individually to determine
which attribute defines the concept.
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These four strategies are employed optimally with
conjunctive concepts.

But, as mentioned earlier, most of

the categories (concepts) that must be attained in nursing
are of a disjunctive nature.

Bruner et al. (1956) stated

that subjects have shown a preference for direct testing of
instances of categories, but that disjunctive concepts
cannot be attained by knowledge of positive instances.

The

fact that an attribute is an optional criterion of a
particular category makes the knowledge of the presence of
the attribute much less helpful in defining the category.
Rather, the best way to attain disjunctive concepts is to
approach them "'backwards' by taking as a focus an instance
of what the category is not" (p. 159).
Bruner et al. (1956) suggested that since it is
difficult to attain disjunctive concepts because of the
uncertainty of attributes, one must learn to infer on the
basis of probabilistic cues.

When using probabilistic cues,

categorization may be based on one or all of the following:
a probability estimate, a continual search for criterial
cues, consequences of the decision made, the attitude toward
and understanding of the task, and the opportunity for
validation of decisions made.
In summary, one uses a strategy to acquire, retain, and
use information.

The use of strategies to form concepts
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allows one to "deal with new events in terms of past
experience and thus effect a psychic economy through the
avoidance of additional efforts at adaptation" (Elkind
Flavell, 1969, p. 172).

&

Even the task of learning to

distinguish a chair from a table involves conceptualization.
Bruner et al. (1966) found that by the time a child reaches
three years of age, certain characteristic strategies for
processing information have already been developed.

The

ability to deploy and maintain selective attention, to
organize perceptual elements into intellectually suitable
form, and to transport appropriate information to and from
memory storage in an efficient manner are all skills which
alter with age.
In nursing literature, several authors have written
about the importance of using categorization to attain
concepts.

Kirn, McFarland, and McLane (1984) defined

conceptualization as the "intellectual act of delineating
aspects of reality into like categories in order to give
specific names" (p. 9).

Similarly, Lane, Cronin, and Peirce

(1983) suggested that accurate problem labeling was a result
of conceptualization or the ability to recognize defining
criteria which permitted identification of the unknown.
Willer and Webster (1970) stated that conceptualizing
consists of looking for observables that allow nurses to
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make decisions whether inductively, deductively, or
abductively.

This categorization of problems has been

considered a critical step in the nursing process because
the solution to problems lies in their proper
identification.

Aspinall and Tanner {1981) and Carlson,

Craft, and McGuire {1982) have named this process of
categorizing patient problems as the diagnostic process.
Gordon {1980) suggested that the ideal strategy for
nurses to use in attaining disjunctive nursing diagnoses was
an adaptation of the simultaneous and successive scanning
strategies proposed by Bruner et al. {1956) for the
attainment of conjunctive concepts.

Describing a mixed

hypothesis testing method, Gordon suggested that a multiple
hypothesis scanning strategy was most appropriate at the
beginning of the task when the nurse must gather a lot of
information quickly.

This strategy allows the nurse to

decrease the number of tentative hypotheses quickly, thus
reducing cognitive strain.

After the major list of

hypotheses is reduced to the most probable diagnoses, Gordon
suggested the successive scanning strategy would meet the
objectives of strategy selection.

These objectives included

assuring appropriate information collection, decreasing
mental strain, and regulating the risk associated with
diagnosis under pressure.
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Methods of measuring the use of a multiple versus
successive scanning strategy were proposed by researchers in
diagnostic decision making (Broderick
Hammond, Kelly,

&

&

Ammentorp, 1979;

Castellan et al., 1966).

Hammond, Kelly,

and Castellan et al. suggested that one could differentiate
multiple versus successive scanning strategies by
sequentially numbering data items under their appropriate
content category.

Broderick and Ammentorp suggested that

the total data collection could be divided into quartiles
with values assigned to each cue based on the quartile of
collection.

Gordon (1980) divided the diagnostic process

into halves and studied the differences in strategies during
the first and second halves of the task.
Discovery
The second major concept of this theoretical framework
was discovery.

Discovery has been defined by Webster's

(1970) as the following:

''to make known or visible • . . to

obtain sight or knowledge of for the first time • • • . To
discover presupposes exploration, investigation, or chance
encounter and always implies the previous existence of what
becomes known" (p. 238).

Bruner (1979) defined the essence

of discovery as being "a matter or rearranging or transforming evidence in such a way that one is enabled to go beyond
the evidence so reassembled to new insights'' (pp. 82-83).
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Bruner (1979) emphasized developing the attitude of
inquiry in the minds of youth.

He suggested that there were

basically two types of teaching:
cal.

expository and hypotheti-

In the expository mode of teaching, the student is a

passive recipient of the instructor's active decision making
as the lecture is delivered.

On the other hand, in the

hypothetical mode, the problem is for students to actively
discover solutions.

According to Bruner, the fact that the

student and teacher were in a cooperative position, sharing
the formulation of alternatives, and evaluating information
made the hypothetical mode of teaching the best for
encouraging discovery.

Bruner (1979) described the benefits

to be gained from learning through discovery as including:
"(1) the increase in intellectual potency, (2) the shift
from extrinsic to intrinsic rewards, (3) the learning of the
heuristics of discovering, and (4) the aid to conserving
memory'' (p. 83).

A discussion of Bruner's theory would be

incomplete without further clarification of each of the
benefits of discovery.
1.

Increase in intellectual potency.

In studies of

school-age children, Bruner (1979) found that intellectual
potency or ability was frequently a product of the child's
attitude during problem solving.

Two factors contributing

to this attitude were cumulative constructionism and active
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participation in learning.

First, the optimistic outlook

that a relationship exists and can be discovered leads to
the development of cumulative constructionism.

The child

who has developed the cognitive skill of cumulative
constructionism uses problem-solving strategies that seek
out constraints of the problem, gathers information that is
connected or based on previously learned data, and is
persistently organized.

The second attitude, active

participation in learning, leads to the transformation and
storage of information in its most retrievable form.

In

other words, when subjects were told what use was to be made
of the information prior to its collection, their recall and
ability to use the information was much greater than that of
subjects who were told merely that they needed to keep the
information in mind.

Bruner (1979) hypothesized that the

development of discovery in learning led the learner to be a
constructionist which thus encouraged the selection of
strategies that made the best use of information gathered.
2.

Shift from external to internal rewards.

Regarding

the rewards of learning, Bruner (1979) wrote that the
motivation to learn must be driven by internal, intrinsic
rewards.

He hypothesized that the child who viewed learning

as a task of discovering would tend to develop the autonomy
of self-reward.

Learning for the sake of self led to the
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development of competence and strengthened the degree to
which one gained control over one's behavior.

Bruner stated

that as soon as the child was able to internalize language
and generate conversations autonomously, intrinsic rewards
were possible.

Bruner (1979) concluded that the child's own

desire for competence would encourage active environmental
manipulation leading to internal "gratification from coping
with problems" (p. 92).
3.

Learning the heuristics of discovery.

When Bruner

(1979) spoke of the heuristics of discovery, he was
referring to the techniques or process of inquiry.

Bruner

described the heuristics of inquiry as a "set of attitudes
or methods that has to do with sensing the relevance of
variables--avoiding immersion in edge effects and getting
instead to the big sources of variance" (p. 93).

He spoke

of intuitive familiarity, knowing the stuff, and when
something smelled right.

Bruner hypothesized that these

heuristics could only be learned through practice in the
exercise of problem solving.

Through discovery, the learner

learned to convert difficulties to a familiar form that
could be solved.

With practice, the learner would

eventually begin to generalize the style of problem solving
to handle any kind of task.
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4.

Conservation of memory.

The last benefit of

discovery was the conservation of memory.

Bruner (1979)

concurred with Miller (1956) who proposed that the problems
with memory were not with storage capacity but rather with
retrieval.

Bruner found that subjects who were actively

involved with remembering were able to organize information
storage to facilitate retrieval.

He suggested that these

subjects knew where they had put the information and were
therefore able to find it more quickly than subjects who
passively accepted a method of organization.
Throughout Bruner's (1979) theory, the assumption that
active participation enhances learning was a consistent
theme.

Nursing authors have also written of the usefulness

of clinical practice in developing decision-making expertise.

Benner (1984) defined experience as ''the refinement

of preconceived notions and theory through encounter with
many actual practical situations'' (p. 36).

These clinical

encounters provide vast opportunities to apply theory to
practice.

Just as conceptualization could not occur without

exposure to many exemplars of a concept, discovery cannot
occur without experience.

Rather than using the diagnostic

process more rapidly, Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1977) suggested
that the decision-making process changes or becomes
transformed with experience.

These researchers found that
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the performance of experts did not follow the rules or
formal guidelines for data collection, analysis, and
decision making taught to beginners.

In fact, performance

deteriorated when experts were made to use the same rules
that beginners followed to achieve the concept.
The findings of Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1977) and Benner
(1984) appear to support Bruner's ideas regarding the
heuristics of discovery.

The nurse learns the process of

problem solving through practice.

Learning heuristics does

not occur over a predictable period of time.

Rather,

according to Bigge (1982), Bruner suggested that learning
occurs in spurts that could only be characterized as having
a series of prerequisites.

These prerequisites include the

representation of knowledge in a series of three modes:
enactively, ikonically, and symbolically.
Bruner et al. (1966) cited studies in which the process
of a child's cognitive development was described, and they
postulated that the development occurred in a predictable
sequence of three events.

First, the child gains the

ability to recognize an object or field.

Second, the child

is able to reproduce the field, and finally, the child is
able to transpose the concept.

Bruner et al. found that in

order to have perceptual recognition, the person had to be
able to organize the stimulus, relate the organized
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perception to one or more categories, and finally achieve
structural integration.

Knowledge representation, enactive,

ikonic, or symbolic, influenced the pattern of hypotheses or
decisions made en route to problem solution.

In order to

make the switch from enactive stimuli dependent representation to a symbolic hypothesis generated mode of problem
solving, an image or language mediated (ikonic) representation must exist.

According to Bruner et al., the

developmental sequence of knowledge representation follows
the individual through life.

As new concepts are learned,

the prerequisite mode must be accomplished before the next
one can be achieved.

This investigator postulated that a nurse's ability to
conceptualize and, therefore, perform the diagnostic process
goes through a developmental sequence similar to that seen
in a child.

First, the nursing student is actively engaged

in checking single items of information against a tentative
hypothesis or a taxonomy of nursing diagnoses.

A successive

scanning strategy is employed that conserves cognitive
ability but is time consuming.

Initially, the student's

knowledge of the diagnostic process is enactively
represented and can only handle a single informational cue
at any one time.
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As the student begins to learn to make nursing
diagnoses, the concept of the diagnostic process becomes
ikonically represented.

In other words, the concept is

represented as an image or spatial schema that is independent of action.

Benner (1984) defined the first year

nursing student as a novice at performing the diagnostic
process.

Her studies indicated that the newly graduated

nurse begins to scan information simultaneously but in a
rule-dependent fashion.

Benner considered the new graduate

to be an advanced beginner at the diagnostic process.

The

rule for beginning the diagnostic process was to assess
thoroughly and comprehensively.

Adherence ot the rules or a

formal model for assessment distinguished the competent and
proficient nurses from expert nurses in that the expert
nurse frequently used heuristics or shortcuts during the
assessment process (Benner, 1984).
Experience with numerous exemplars of the concept of
the diagnostic process eventually allowed the nurse to
recognize patterns of information almost instantaneously so
that information gathering appeared to be an intuitive grasp
of the situation (Benner, 1985).

In describing Bruner's

theory of discovery, Bigge (1982) pointed out that
theoretically one learns about the world by "making
predictions of what comes next by matching what is presently
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experienced to an acquired model and reading much from the
model" (p. 232}.
In her studies of nurses, Benner (1984) found that many
times expert nurses were unable to recall the steps used to
arrive at a decision to act.

The first step taken in

assessing the patient had frequently occurred prior to
entering the patient's room.

The information gathered from

the patient served to verify or disconfirm the predetermined
hypotheses.

Benner suggested that the expert transformed

the rules using shortcuts in processing information known as
heuristics.

These heuristics appeared to be the difference

in the performance of novice nurses and expert nurses as

they used a diagnostic process.

Benner's description of the

development of expert decision-making performance coincides
with Bruner's (1979) description of the outcome of discovery
as a method of learning.

The model shown in Figure 1

depicts the investigator's view of the process of attainment
of the concept of nursing diagnosis.
In summary, this theoretical framework was based on
Bruner's (Bruner et al., 1956, Bruner, 1979) cognitive-field
theory.

The intent of this study was to validate the idea

that the hypothesized differences in diagnostic decisionmaking strategies do occur in the manner described.

Prior
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Discovery
(Process or Inquiry)

Categlrization

Learling

ProblemiSolving

Enactive
(Single Pelspective)

New Organization of
Experiences

Ikonic
(Images-Rules, Formal Model)

Patterns
(Categorization)

t

Heuristics
(Transforms the Rules)
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(Hypothesis Generated)

/

Intuitive Grasp

t
t

Nursing Diagnosis
Action

Figure 1.

Model Depicting the Investigator's View of
the Process of Concept Attainment--Nursing
Diagnosis
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to proposing hypotheses, the underlying assumptions upon
which this framework was based must be defined.
Assumptions
Deduced from the cognitive-field theory of Bruner, the
following assumptions were made:
1.

"The acquisition of knowledge, whatever its form, is an
active process" (Bigge, 1982, p. 231).

2.

"A person actively constructs his knowledge through
relating incoming information to a previously acquired
psychological frame of reference" (Bigge, 1982,
p. 231).

3.

The purpose of processing information is to categorize
events, ideas, and objects so that people can tolerate
the enormous amount of stimuli in their environment at
any one moment (Bruner et al., 1956).

4.

The sequence of decisions made during categorization is
known as a strategy (Bruner et al., 1956).

5.

6.

Strategies are chosen to:
a.

Maximize the information gained from each decision

b.

Regulate cognitive strain

c.

Minimize risk of failure (Bruner et al., 1956).

The ideal strategy will vary according to task
characteristics, the individual's cognitive ability,
and consequences of the decision (Bruner et al., 1956).
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7.

Decision-making strategies can be externalized by
systematically observing the steps taken to achieve the
objectives of maximizing information, reducing
cognitive strain, and minimizing risk (Bruner et al.,
1956).

8.

Strategies used in decision making can be taught and
evaluated according to their ability to provide useful
information, capitalize on cognitive ability available,
and achieve the objective (Bruner et al., 1956).

9.

"Discovery . • . is in its essence a matter of
rearranging or transforming evidence in such as way
that one is enabled to go beyond the evidence so
reassembled to new insights" (Bruner, 1979, pp. 82-83).

10.

"It is only through the exercise of problem solving and
the effort of discovery than one learns the working
heuristics of discovery" (Bruner, 1979, p. 94).

11.

"The more one has practice, the more likely one is to
generalize what one has learned into a style of problem
solving or inquiry that serves for any kind of task
encountered" (Bruner, 1979, p. 94).
Hypotheses
In order to guide the investigation of the problem in

this study, the following hypotheses were stated:
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H1 :

Experienced nurses will use different decisionmaking strategies earlier in the diagnostic
process than will novice nurses:
a.

Experienced nurses will ask fewer questions
when completing the simulated decision-making
model (SIMUDEMA) than will novice nurses.

b.

Experienced nurses will complete SIMUDEMA in
less time than novice nurses.

c.

Novice nurses will ask a greater percentage of
questions to verify the priority nursing
diagnosis than will experienced nurses.

d.

Experienced nurses will use a multiple
hypothesis testing strategy earlier in the
questioning sequence than will novice nurses.

H2 :

Experienced nurses will use tentative hypotheses
to guide assessment more often than novice nurses.

H3 :

Experienced nurses will formulate more nursing
diagnoses that are consistent with the
investigator-determined priority nursing diagnosis
in SIMUDEMA versions I and II than will novice

nurses.
H4 :

Experienced nurses will demonstrate a higher
degree of concept attainment as evidenced by
higher scores on the SIMUDEMA than those earned by
novice nurses.
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H5 :

Scores achieved on the SIMUDEMA and scores
achieved on the American College Test (ACT) verbal
aptitude, natural science, mathematics, social
science, and composite tests will be positively
correlated.

H6 :

Scores on SIMUDEMA version I and II will be
positively correlated.
Definition of Terms

For the purpose of this study, the following terms were
defined:
1.

Cognitive ability:

The preexisting innate faculty for

thinking (Webster's, 1961, p. 160).

Cognitive ability

was measured using available ACT verbal, natural
science, mathematics, social science, and composite
scores for all subjects.
2.

Concept attainment:

The ability to categorize

predictive defining attributes and arrive at the ideal
priority nursing diagnosis depicted in the simulated
decision-making model (SIMUDEMA).

This concept was

operationally measured by observing for the amount of
agreement between the ideal priority nursing diagnosis
and the diagnoses formulated by the experienced and
novice nurses.
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3.

Content:

The subject matter of the question.

Questions were analyzed for similarity of content to
determine if a strategy to rule out tentative
hypotheses was being employed.

Operationally, the

content of questions was determined by matching key
words or phrases with the defining attributes of the
tentative nursing diagnoses.
4.

Discovery:

Discovery is ''in its essence a matter of

rearranging or transforming evidence in such a way that
one is enabled to go beyond the evidence so reassembled
to new insights'' (Bruner, 1979, pp. 82-83).

Bruner

used the terms discovery and problem solving
interchangeably.
5.

Experienced nurse:

A licensed registered nurse who

graduated from an accredited associate degree nursing
program and was employed in a health care facility for
a minimum of two years.
6.

Focus:

The act of narrowing the content of consecutive

questions to verify the presence or absence of defining
data to confirm or discornfirrn a tentative hypothesis.
SIMUDEMA version I and II contained data that would
support tentative hypotheses:

alteration in comfort,

anxiety, alteration in nutrition, and potential fluid
volume deficit (Kirn, McFarland,

&

McLane, 1984).
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Operationally, the presence of a focus was measured by
counting the number and order of occurrence of
questions asked to confirm or disconfirm the tentative
hypotheses.
7.

Mixed hvpothesis testing strategy:

Use of a multiple

hypothesis scanning strategy, until the number of
tentative hypotheses had been reduced, followed by a
successive scanning strategy to confirm the priority
nursing diagnosis (Gordon, 1980).

Operationally, this

type of strategy was measured by ascertaining the use
of multiple hypothesis testing during the first half of
the questioning sequence and a successive strategy
during the last half of the questioning sequence.
8.

Multiple hypothesis testing strategy:

The act of

collecting cues to verify more than one hypothesis at a
time.

The use of this strategy was measured by

classifying each subject's questions according to major
content areas such as comfort, oxygenation, nutrition,
and so forth.

Using these categories as column

headings, the number of each question was placed under
the appropriate category.

Subjects who asked questions

from three or more categories during the first half of
the data collection period were deemed to be using a
multiple hypothesis testing strategy (Broderick

&
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Ammentorp, 1979; Gordon, 1980; Hammond, Kelly,

&

Castellan, 1966).
9.

Novice nurse:

A nursing student in the first year of

an associate degree nursing program who had been
introduced to the concept of nursing diagnosis and the
diagnostic process.
10.

Priority nursing diagnosis:

The diagnosis with

defining attributes that best fit the data in SIMUDEMA.
As SIMUDEMA version I and II were developed, data were
included that supported four major hypotheses.

Of

these hypotheses, the one nursing diagnosis that best
supported the data was alteration in comfort related to
digestive dysfunction as evidenced by (a) description
and location of pain, (b) length of time of occurrence
of symptoms after the last meal, (c) type of food eaten
prior to onset, (d) history of previous episodes of
pain, and (e) statements by the simulated patient that
the chief complaint was pain.
11.

Question:

Each question asked by a subject was viewed

as a decision.

Every question was the outcome of a

decision regarding what information was needed to
formulate the nursing diagnosis.

Therefore, the

question was the unit of study used to externalize the
decision-making strategy.

Operationally, a question
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consisted of a completed request for information.

If

the subject was required to repeat the question in a
different manner, the question was counted and analyzed
once.

Questions were measured by counting the

number, noting the content and sequence of the content,
and whether or not the decision maker used a tentative
hypothesis to guide question selection.
12.

Seguence:

The order in which questions were asked.

Operationally, sequence was determined by numbering all
questions in the order asked.
13.

Strategy:

Patterns in the sequence of questions asked

in order to determine whether or not a group of

informational cues fit a particular nursing diagnosis.
In order to quantify use of a strategy, a between
groups comparison of several factors was made.

These

factors included:
a.

the number of questions asked,

b.

the content of the questions asked,

c.

the sequence of questions asked,

d.

the use of a tentative hypothesis to guide question
selection,

e.

length of time in minutes required to complete
SIMUDEMA.
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The final decision regarding the use of an ideal
strategy was based on the presence of tentative
hypotheses on the working problem sheet (WPS).

As

suggested by Gordon (1980), initial data collection was
expected to reflect a multiple hypothesis scanning
strategy.

Questions asked by subjects were analyzed to

determine if their content related to defining
attributes of more than one tentative hypothesis.
After unsupported hypotheses had been eliminated,
questions were analyzed for presence of a focus on
collecting data to verify the priority nursing
diagnosis.

This final analysis corresponded to the

successive scanning strategy recommended by Gordon
(1980) to verify the nursing diagnosis.
14.

Successive hypothesis testing strategy:

The act of

selecting information to confirm the correctness of one
tentative hypothesis at a time.

Operationally, the use

of this strategy was measured in a manner similar to
that used for the multiple hypothesis testing strategy.
Subjects asking questions from a single content
category during the first half of the question sequence
were classified as using a successive hypothesis
testing strategy.
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15.

Tentative hypothesis:

The initial hunch regarding the

nature of the nursing diagnosis used to direct and
focus question selection.

The use of tentative

hypotheses was measured by their presence or absence on
the WPS form.
16.

Time:

The number of minutes required to complete

SIMUDEMA.

Limitations
Limitations of this study included the following:
1.

Since the two target populations sampled were
convenience samples of the larger populations of all
nurses and first year nursing students, the findings of
this study cannot be generalized beyond the populations
studied.

2.

Previous educational experience of the novice nurses
was not controlled.

Experience working as an aide in a

hospital has been shown to have the effect of moving
the student beyond the novice stage of performance
(Benner, 1984).
3.

The use of nursing diagnoses in the experienced nurse's
place of employment was not controlled.

"The more one

has practice, the more likely one is to generalize what
one has learned into a style of problem solving or
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inquiry that serves for any kind of task encountered"
(Bruner, 1979, p. 94).
Summary
The cognitive-field learning theory of Bruner et al.
(1956) and Bruner (1979) has been used as the theoretical
framework for this study of differences in decision-making
strategies used by experienced and novice nurses.

Chapter 1

included a discussion of this theoretical framework along
with the assumptions, definition of terms, and hypotheses of
the study.

Chapter 2 includes a review of the published

literature concerning the topic of decision making.

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The problem of this study was to describe differences
in decision-making strategies used by novice and experienced
nurses when formulating nursing diagnoses.

The purpose of

this review of literature was to survey results of prior
research in the area of diagnostic decision making and to
determine which kinds of methodology have proved useful
(Abdellah

&

Levine, 1979).

While surveying the results of

prior research, major themes associated with diagnostic
decision making were apparent throughout published
literature in the fields of learning psychology, medicine,
and nursing.

These themes were decision making, decision

making in medicine and nursing, variables affecting decision
making, and methods of studying decision making.

This

review of literature was organized around these themes.
Decision Making
Studies of decision making could readily be found in
published literature covering the areas of psychology
(Bruner, Goodnow, & Austin, 1956; Larkin, McDermott, Simon,

& Simon, 1980; Newell & Simon, 1972; Schultz, 1982),
medicine, and nursing.

Medical researchers (Claessen
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&
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Boshuizen, 1985; Edwards & Balla, 1985; Elstein, Shulman, &
Sprafka, 1978) have attempted to define differences in
decision making among practicing physicians and medical
students.

In nursing, investigators (Aspinall, 1979;

Benner, 1984; Bourbonnais & Baumann, 1985; Broderick &
Amrnentorp, 1979; Gordon, 1980; Grier

&

Schnitzler, 1979;

Hammond, 1966; Hammond, Kelly, Schneider,

Vancini, 1966a,

&

1966b; Hammond, Kelly, Castellan, Schneider, & Vancini,
1966; Jenkins, 1985; Kelly, 1966; Matthews

&

Gaul, 1979;

Putzier, Padrick, Westfall, & Tanner, 1985) have focused on
differences in decision making between experienced and
novice nurses.

These studies were all similar in that

decision making was considered to be both a product and a
process.

The researchers attempted to measure successful

achievement of the product and to define the problemsolving process for their particular domain of knowledge
which included the variables that affect the process.
Decision Making as a Product
The product of decision making varied across domains.
Psychologists studied decision making in a variety of ways
including the moves in chess (Chase

&

Simon, 1973) and

replication of a pattern of blocks (Bruner et al., 1966).
The product of decision making in medicine was seen as
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making the correct diagnosis and management choices (Elstein
et al., 1978).
Nurses have recently begun to view the product of
decision making as a nursing diagnosis (Gordon, 1980).

In

the theoretical framework of this study, based on a
cognitive-field theory (Bruner et al., 1956), the product of
decision making was termed concept attainment.

The product

of decision making in this study was the priority nursing
diagnosis and was therefore considered to be a concept
attainment task (Gordon, 1980; Matthews & Gaul, 1979).
Decision Making as a Process
Most discussions of the diagnostic decision-making
process began with a description of the particular model or
theoretical framework guiding the development of the study.
The process of decision making has been the topic of
numerous theories.

Being relative newcomers to the study of

decision making, studies in nursing and medicine have been
based on the theories and models found in psychology
literature.

In addition to the cognitive-field theory of

Bruner et al. (1956), psychologists have proposed other
theories regarding the nature of the problem-solving process
including the human information processing theory (Newell &
Simon, 1972), Brunswick's lens model (Hammond, 1966), and
Sarbin's syllogistic model of clinical inference (Sarbin,
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Taft,

&

Bailey, 1960).

This section includes a discussion

of these models of the decision-making process.
The information processing theory proposed by Newell
and Simon (1972) provided the basis for studies in medicine
(Elstein et al., 1978) and nursing (Putzier et al., 1985).
Newell and Simon held as a major assumption that there were
limitations on the hurnan's information-processing capacity.
These limitations included the amount of information that
could be attended to at any one time (short-term memory) and
the accessibility of information that has been stored (longterm memory).
These researchers, like Bruner (1979), agreed with
Miller (1956) that the working memory was short-term and
could only process a limited number of cues at any given
time.

They also agreed that the capacity of the short-term

memory could be increased by chunking or coding familiar
stimulus patterns into single units.

The idea of chunking

presenting cues into coding systems was the basis of
categorization, a major concept of the theoretical framework
of the present study (Bruner et al., 1956).
Describing Newell and Simon's theory, Tanner (1984)
wrote that long-term memory held not only the various
categories and subcategories from which short-term memory
operated, but also numerous linkages between cues and
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between cues and categories.

Other researchers have

proposed that these highly organized category schemes are
arranged in a hierarchical manner ranging from general to
specific (Elstein et al., 1978; Kassirer

&

Gerry, 1978).

Benner (1984) suggested that the novice decision making has
difficulty formulating diagnostic hypotheses because this
massive knowledge storage organization has yet to be
developed.
Putzier et al. (1985) used the information processing
model of Newell and Simon (1972) to study the differences in
decision-making strategies of 15 practicing nurses and 28
senior and junior nursing students.

Reporting their

in-progress study, these investigators presented subjects
with nine case studies and instructed them to gather
information by verbally asking for one cue at a time as if
they were interviewing a patient.

The researchers are

currently analyzing the tape recorded verbal protocols for
differences in strategy selection.

In applying Newell and

Simon's (1972) theory to the collected data, Putzier et al.
associated clustering of cues with conservation of
short-term memory and early hypothesis generation with
recall of information from long-term memory.
The process of decision making was also the subject of
a second model found in the literature, Brunswick's lens
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model (Hammond, 1964).

This model of decision-making

behavior has been used to abstractly depict the relationship
between various components of the problem situation.
components were depicted as being:

These

the state-of-the-patient

{SOP), available cues, the nurse's inference based on
perception of the cues, and the resulting action designed to
achieve the goal of changing the SOP.
Kelly (1964), in a discussion of the use of the lens
model, stated that the model provided for measurement of
ecological validity (the relationship between the sign or
symptom and the SOP), cue utilization (the relationship
between the cue and the nurse's reliance on the cue), and
achievement (the relationship between the inference and the
SOP).

Hammond (1964) postulated that there was a direct

relationship between cue utilization and the making of
inferences.

How the cues were combined to maximize the

correctness of the nurse's inference was unknown and
provided the stimulus for a series of field experiments
reported in 1966.
In a series of field studies, Hammond et al. (1966a)
attempted to identify situations where nurses had to use
clinical inference to determine the state-of-the-patient.
The method of studying clinical inference involved having 47
graduate nurses record all situations involving cognitive
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activity which resulted in a decision being made.

The study

was conducted for a 24-hour period and required that nurses
document all nurse-patient interactions including subjective
symptoms and objective signs, decisions made, and actions
taken.

From the data collected, the researchers concluded

that nursing involved many varied cognitive tasks.
In a second field study, Hammond et al. (1966a)
received 212 responses to a request for information
regarding nursing-care decisions following a complaint of
postoperative abdominal pain.

Respondents reported 162 cues

that might be presented to the nurse evaluating a complaint
of abdominal pain and described 17 different nursing actions
that might be taken.

From the results of this second field

study, Hammond et al. concluded that no single cue was
viewed as a reliable basis for action and there was an
insignificant relationship between the cues assessed and
actions taken.
In their third field study, Hammond, Kelly, Castellan
et al. (1966) developed 12 case studies from data collected
during field study two.

These case studies were presented

to five experienced medical-surgical nurses who were asked
to select information one cue at a time from a board
displaying an array of categorized cues.

In addition to

selecting the cues, the nurses were asked to estimate the
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value of the cues as they were selected.

From the data

collected, Hammond, Kelly, Castellan et al. devised a method
of quantitatively analyzing the information seeking behavior
of these nurses.

Aspects of this method were used in the

data analysis of the current study.
A third decision-making model found in the literature
was proposed by a clinical psychologist for use with his
mental clients.

Sarbin's (Sarbin et al., 1960)

syllogistical model of clinical inference served as the
theoretical framework for Fields' (1980) study of clinical
inference in nursing.

In describing the clinical inference

model, Fields listed six steps, the first two of which were
present prior to patient contact.

Steps one and two

involved the presence of a postulate system in the inferer
which allowed the inferer to deduce a major premise.

Third,

the inferer observed for cues which allowed development of
one or more minor premises.

Cues supporting the minor

premises were then sorted which resulted in final formation
of the minor premise.

Step five involved labeling the

inferential product, while step six consisted of making a
prediction as to the outcome of the inferential product.

In

Sarbin's model, instantiation was similar to Bruner's (1979)
concepts of categorization and discovery.

Sarbin also

included strategies for making observations which included
scanning, scrutinizing, and probing.
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Decision Making in Medicine and Nursing
Researchers of decision making in medicine and nursing
have focused on the strategies used to arrive at medical and
nursing diagnoses and the appropriate management of these
problems.

Nurses have relied on the theories of psycholo-

gists and medicine to serve as the basis for decision-making
studies.

In medicine, accepting the disjunctive nature of

diagnoses, mathematical models such as the probabilistic
information processing theory (PIP) (Edwards, 1968, 1972)
and Bayes' (Schultz, 1982) theorem have been introduced to
assist with reducing the uncertainty of diagnostic decision
making.

In addition, problem-solving models (Elstein et

al., 1978; Skakun, 1983) have been proposed which view
decision making as a series of steps.

In the following

section, these models are described as they relate to the
differences in diagnostic decision-making strategies used by
novices and experts.
Schultz (1982) discussed several theories for measuring
and improving the effectiveness of nursing assessment.

He

defined nursing assessment as consisting of data collection,
screening, aggregation, analysis, and finally, decision
making.

He wrote that decision making involved the biases

of human information processing and that much of the
research in decision making was aimed at discovering and
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reducing the effects of these biases.

Schultz agreed with

others when he classified humans as conservative decision
makers because of their tendency to collect more information
than needed, hesitate prior to making decisions, and devalue
data in the process of aggregating it into a meaningful
cohesive set.

He concluded that nursing decision makers

frequently wasted data, time, and ultimately money.
According to Schultz, the expense associated with nursing
decision making could be reduced if more decision theory was
included in nursing education and clinical practice.
Medical decision-making literature included many
references to the use of computational procedures for
determining the probability of a given diagnosis.

As

artificial intelligence and computerized problem solving
became more advanced, Bayes' theorem emerged as a means of
reducing uncertainty in diagnosis (Schultz, 1982).

The

unique feature of this statistical rule, according to
Schultz, was its "ability to combine subjective estimates by
expert opinions and objective estimates by statistical
tallies . . • into a numerical (probability) estimate"
(p. 66).

Elstein et al. (1978) wrote that Bayes' theorem allowed
for development of a mathematical model of "how people
behave and ought to behave" (p. 43).

Using Bayes' theorem,
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Edwards (1968, 1972) developed a probabilistic information
processing model (PIP) in which diagnostic probabilities
could be continually updated on the basis of the latest
evidence.

Edwards introduced the idea of likelihood ratios

which were later defined by Schultz (1982) as "the ratio of
the probability of a symptom § 1 given one disease n1 to the
probability of the same symptom § 1 given another disease ~ 2 "
(p. 65). Using these likelihood ratios would enable one to
numerically estimate the potential of a symptom for
discriminating between diagnoses.
Schultz (1982) proposed that since assessment and
decision making involved a process of sequential hypothesis
formation and testing, the probabilities for each minor
decision could all be compiled into an expert opinion pool
from which a computer could draw prior probabilities, update
them with new likelihood ratios (Edwards, 1972), and produce
a current probability of success for the decision maker to
select.

This statistical rule has been used as the basis of

knowledge-based expert systems currently seen in industry
and medicine.
Ozbolt (1983) suggested that Bayes' theorem might not
be a suitable approach to nursing problems because data
items involved in nursing diagnoses were not independent.
She suggested that modifications of Bayes' theorem, such as
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CONSULT-I(R) (Fattu & Patrick, 1983), better supported
nursing diagnoses because of their ability to include
complex classes and states of dependent data sets.

Ozbolt

proposed that nursing could benefit greatly from computer
support for decision making.

She envisioned a system that

could learn from experience and would:
help to collect data by branching appropriately to
follow-up questions or to other areas of inquiry,
produce lists of nursing diagnoses with their
respective probabilities • • . ; propose objectives
appropriate to the diagnoses; and provide lists of
nursing interventions with their relative probabilities
of success. (p. 576)
Ozbolt wrote that a nurse-computer dyad could make better
decisions together than either could independently.
Potential results of this combination were thought to
include improvement of patient care and reduction of health
costs (1983).
In addition to computational procedures for estimating
diagnostic probabilities, medical decision-making literature
also included a model for problem solving which has been
used in nursing studies as well.

Skakun (1983) described a

model of clinical reasoning that consisted of five
activities:
1.

cue or data acquisition--clinical information is
obtained sequentially using a variety of methods.

2.

hypotheses generation--alternative problem
formulations are retrieved from memory. These
formulations guide subsequent data acquisition.
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3.

cue interpretation--clinical information is
interpreted in the light of the alternative problem
formulations.

4.

hypotheses evaluation--the clinical information is
weighted and combined to determine if one of the
generated diagnostic hypotheses can be confirmed.

5.

management--the patient's problem is alleviated by
rational action. {p. 249)

Elstein et al. {1978) also described a problem-solving
model.

Their model was identical to that of Skakun except

that it excluded step five.

Skakun reportedly included this

step because he viewed problem management as being the
ultimate purpose of medical decision making.
Variables Affecting Decision Making
Results of studies of decision making in cognitive
psychology, medicine, and nursing indicated that both the
process {strategies) and the product (concept attainment)
were affected by many variables.

These variables included

educational level, experience, and cognitive ability to name
just a few.
Strategies
The idea that individuals use strategies when making
decisions was introduced by Bruner et al. {1956).

These

researchers suggested that education, experience, and task
structure would affect strategy utilization.

Defining

nursing diagnoses as disjunctive concepts, Gordon (1980)
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postulated that one must adapt decision-making strategies
that are appropriate for these types of concepts.

Using

probability theory, she suggested that attributes with high
informational value could be used in a multiple hypotheses
scanning strategy to reduce the number of hypotheses
quickly, accurately, and without undue strain.

This

strategy was termed predictive hypothesis scanning and was
considered an appropriate technique when restricted
information warranted a risky but fast procedure.

A more

accurate (safe but slow) procedure involved Bruner et al. 's
(1956) successive hypothesis scanning method.

The ideal

strategy was thought to be a combination of the two methods
where the multiple scanning technique was used in the
beginning to rule out the large number of unlikely
hypotheses.

After the total number of possible hypotheses

had been reduced, the diagnostician could afford to be
slower for the sake of accuracy using the successive
scanning strategy.
Variables Affecting Strategy
The effects of education, experience, and task
structure on strategy utilization have been suggested by
Bruner et al. (1956).

The development of methodology to

measure decision-making strategies was the focus of studies
for the past 30 years (Hammond, Kelly, Castellan et al.,
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1966; Elstein et al., 1978).

These investigators sought to

explain the effects of the variables of experience,
education, cognitive ability, and task structure on the
selection of decision-making strategies and overall concept
attainment.

In the following sections these findings were

summarized with respect to each of the major variables of
the present study.

The variables in the present study

included education (in that students in the first year of a
two-year nursing program had less education than graduates),
experience, and cognitive ability.
Education.

The effect of medical education on

selection of decision-making strategies has been studied by
Barrows, Neufeld, Feightner, and Norman (1978, Claessen and
Boshuizen (1985), and Edwards and Balla (1985).

Barrows

et al. reported that measures of data-gathering activity,
such as the length of time spent and the number of questions
asked, were unrelated to educational level, correctness of
diagnosis, and appropriateness of management.

However,

examining methods of medical education, other medical
researchers concluded that the context and format of
presentation of clinical information influenced knowledge
organization (Claessen & Boshuizen, 1985; Edwards & Balla,
1985).
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Claessen and Boshuizen (1985) studied the recall of
medical information by 6 doctors and 47 students in varying
years of medical school.

They reported that qualitative

measures of recall suggested a shift in cognitive organization occurred with increasing years of education.

In their

study, younger students relied on item importance as an
organizing principle while more experienced students
gradually developed a patient model comprised of categories
for clustering data.

The amount of patient-doctor contact

was viewed as an important factor in developing this
organizational structure.
In another study of medical education, Edwards and
Balla (1985) evaluated the effects of two strategies for
teaching clinical decision making.

The differences in

teacher evaluations at the end of a bedside clinical
neurology course and a classroom clinical decision-making
course suggested that students' perceptions of the relevance
of decision making were significantly greater following the
course taught in the clinical area <n=36).

These

researchers concluded that clinical decision making was best
taught in the context of specific subject matter including
actual patient contact.
Nursing researchers have also explored the effect of
education on the decision-making process and outcome.

Grier
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and Schnitzler (1979) examined differences in risk taking
behavior of 53 nurses and 22 nonnurses when playing five
games of chance.

Of the nurses, 23 had master's degrees, 15

bachelor degrees and 15 either associate degrees or
diplomas.

Using the amount of money won or lost as the

dependent variable, these researchers found significant
differences in the level of educational preparation and
decision-making skill in situations depending on chance,
nursing skill, and judgments about numbers.

Interestingly,

in acquiring information to be used in making nursing
judgments, educational level did not make a significant
difference.

These investigators suggested that further

research be done to investigate the differences in
information processing in making patient care decisions
between nurses of different educational preparation.
This finding was similar to those of Matthews and Gaul
(1979) who noted that actual attainment of the concept of
the correct nursing diagnosis was not significantly
different between undergraduate and graduate students.
However, these researchers did find that there was a
difference in cue preference between the two educational
groups and suggested a possible difference in cue processing
strategies.

The findings from these studies should be taken

into account when designing studies utilizing students of
differing educational levels.
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Experience.

The impact of experience on the selection

of diagnostic decision-making strategies has been
investigated by researchers contrasting the performance of
novice and experienced nurses (Aspinall, 1979; Benner, 1984;
Broderick

&

Ammentorp, 1979; Gordon, 1980; Putzier et al.,

1985) and physicians (Elstein et al., 1978; Kleirununtz,
1968; Westin, 1984; Westin, Salvesen, & Gotestam, 1986).
After studying the effect of experience on
decision-making ability, Aspinall (1979) wrote that nurses
were unable to use theoretical knowledge in decision making.
She reported a study which involved giving a case study to
30 triads of 90 nurses grouped according to level of nursing
education, length of experience, and performance on an
earlier study identifying patient problems.

A nurse from

each triad was assigned to one of three treatment groups.
Group A received the written case study only.

Group B

received the case study plus a list of 18 possible
conditions that could cause the behavior change.

Group C

(the experimental group) received the written case study,
the list, and a "decision tree for each of the 18 possible
diagnoses so that the nurse systematically could use the
information about the patient to rule in or rule out the
diagnosis" (p. 183).

Fryback (1981) defined a decision tree

as ''simply a flow chart showing all possible sequential
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'paths' representing combinations of decisions and decision
outcomes from the initial decision to the decision outcomes
of interest" (p. 350).

These flow charts were called trees

because branching rather than linear diagrams were used.
The results of Aspinall's (1979) study suggested that a
decision tree could be effective in improving differential
diagnoses but that more data needed to be collected.
Aspinall's results did depict that while nurses with 10
years or more experience had the lowest mean number of
correct diagnoses with the case study alone, they made the
greatest improvement with the decision tree.

Aspinall

recommended that nursing educators include decision-making
practice in the area of making differential diagnoses.
Using a critical incident reporting technique, Benner
(1984) attempted to define experience in relation to the
degree of decision-making expertise demonstrated by the
nurse.

After interviewing 21 pairs of newly graduated

nurses and their preceptors, 51 experienced nurse
clinicians, 11 additional new graduates, and 5 senior
nursing students, the actions taken in each clinical
incident were judged as representing a particular level of
practice.

The Dreyfus (Dreyfus

&

Dreyfus, 1977) model of

skill acquisition formed the basis for determining the level
of practice.

According to Dreyfus and Dreyfus, the journey
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from student to expert decision maker is made in five
stages:

novice, advanced beginner, competent, and finally,

expert.

In order to progress through the levels of

proficiency, changes in skilled performance had to occur in
three areas.
including:

Benner (1984) described these changes as
(1) "a movement from reliance on abstract

principles to the use of past concrete experience as
paradigms" (p. 13); (2) an adjustment in perception of the
demands of the situation in that the situation is eventually
seen as a whole with some relevant parts; and (3) "a passage
from detached observer to involved performer" (p. 13).
Following analysis of the incidents, Benner (1984)
defined the stages of development of clinical
decision-making expertise.

A novice was defined as a

beginner with no experience in the situation.

An advanced

beginner was defined as having marginally acceptable
performance.

The competent nurse was one who could see

actions in terms of their long range implications, while the
proficient performer was able to view the clinical situation
as a whole rather than a part.

The proficient performer

appeared to perceive the situation all at once.

The expert

clinician was found to have an intuitive grasp of the whole
situation and was able to focus on the most relevant aspects
of the situation without hesitation.
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Broderick and Arnrnentorp (1979) also attempted to
demonstrate differences in the performance of experienced
and novice nurses.

These investigators selected 23

associated degree nurses and 37 first year associate
degree nursing students for participation in their study of
information processing.

Subjects were given a simulated

patient situation and were requested to ask for information
one item at a time as if interviewing the patient.
nine data items were collected.

Fifty-

The second phase of the

study involved having the subjects sort the 59 data items
into categories.

In their findings, Broderick and Ammentorp

reported that the experienced nurses addressed more
potential patient problems and placed greater emphasis on
gathering data regarding current vital signs, neurological
status, and pain.
Researchers in medicine also examined the influence of
experience on decision making.

Elstein et al. (1978)

swnmarized the work of DeGroot (1965), Chase and Simon
(1973), and Wason and Johnson-Laird (1972) and concluded
that "the differences between experts and weaker problem
solvers are more to be found in the repertory of their
experiences, organized in long term memory, than in
differences in the planning and problem-solving heuristics
employed" (p. 276).

This summarization was in contrast to
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the findings of Kleinmuntz (1968) following his study of the
reasoning of clinical neurologists.

He found that more

experienced diagnosticians asked fewer questions and focused
their questions so that the maximum information was gained.
He also noted that the experienced diagnosticians appeared
to use a systematic general-to-specific search strategy.
Another area of difference in decision-making
strategies used by experienced and novice diagnosticians was
the amount of time used to complete the exercises (Westin,
1984; Westin et al., 1986).

Time was found to correlate

negatively with the degree of decisiveness which in turn
correlated positively with length of experience.

Subjects

with high extroversion scores tended to be more decisive and
make their diagnostic decisions quicker.

This finding

contrasted those of Koehne-Kaplan and Tilden (1976) who
found no significant differences in clinical judgments made
by the major Jungian personality types--introversion and
extroversion.

It would be tempting to attribute this

difference to the variable of experience.

However, the fact

that the two studies used different instruments to measure
extroversion, the Jungian Type Survey (Gray

&

Wheelwright,

1945) and the Eysenck Personality Inventory (EPI) (Eysenck &
Eysenck, 1964), makes the difference in scoring a more
likely explanation.

Correlations between the Jungian Type
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Survey and the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (Myers, 1962)
have been reported in the literature, but none were reported
with the EPI.
The willingness of nurses to take risks and use
theoretical knowledge have been implicated as reasons for
differences in decision-making process and outcomes between
nurses of differing education and experience levels
(Aspinall, 1979; Grier

&

Schnitzler, 1979).

Putzier et al.

(1985) suggested that both the recency of experience and
knowledge of the problem would affect the speed and content
of hypotheses generated.

This finding correlated with those

of Elstein et al. (1978) which described early hypothesis
generation as a characteristic of the experienced diagnostician.

The finding that experienced clinicians use a

multiple hypothesis testing procedure during the early part
of the diagnostic task also supported the idea that
hypotheses are generated earlier (Benner, 1984; Gordon,
1980; Hammond et al., 1966b).
Cognitive ability.

Various measures of knowledge and

cognitive ability have been used to study the effect of this
variable on decision making (Gordon, 1980; Matthews & Gaul,
1979; Norman, Tugwell, Feightner, Muzzin,
Westin et al., 1986).

&

Jacoby, 1985;

In order to study the influence of

cognitive ability on diagnostic tasks, Gordon defined this
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inferential ability as ''the capacity to recognize
relationships, as measured by the Miller Analogies Test
(Psychological Testing Corporation, 1971) or Verbal Aptitude
Subtest of the Graduate Record Examination (Educational
Testing Service, 1970)" (p. 41).

Matthews and Gaul (1979)

operationalized cognitive ability as scores on the WatsonGlaser Critical Thinking Appraisal and the Concept Mastery
Test (Form T).

The Concept Mastery Test measures ability to

categorize and attain concepts through proper cue selection
and utilization.

Westin et al. (1986) used grade point

averages and course grades of medical students as measures
of cognitive ability, while Norman et al. (1985) used the
percentage of items answered correctly on a multiple choice
examination covering the same content area.

No significant

relationship between content knowledge and performance
scores was noted.
The effect of cognitive ability on the selection of
decision-making strategies has been studied by Gordon (1980)
and Elstein et al. (1978).

Gordon hypothesized that the

inferential ability of the subjects would have an effect on
the amount of predictive hypothesis testing they did because
there would be a high inferential demand for keeping track
of the multiple hypotheses.

She also predicted that the

risky but fast procedure would occur with greater frequency
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during the first half of the testing period than in the
second half.

Her findings indicated that the use of

predictive multiple hypothesis testing strategies was not
influenced by inferential ability alone or the interaction
of inferential ability and information conditions.
In an attempt to identify variables related to
cognitive ability to process information, Matthews and Gaul
(1979) studied the relationship between cue perception in
nursing diagnosis, scores on the Concept Mastery Test, and
scores on the Watson-Glaser Critical Think Appraisal of 48
graduate and undergraduate nursing students.

Statistical

analysis was applied to the data to determine correlations
between Concept Mastery Test and case study results and to
determine if there were significant differences in scores of
undergraduate versus graduate students of the same
institution.

While a strong relationship was demonstrated

between cue perception and Concept Mastery Test scores for
undergraduates, no such relationship existed for the
graduate students.

There was also a difference between

groups in terms of the ability to derive nursing diagnoses
and critical thinking ability but no overall relationship
between these two constructs was found.
In a correlational study examining the relationship
between logical reasoning and nursing diagnosis, Fatzer
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(1978) asked 72 graduate nursing students to review a list
of inferences and to determine whether the inferences were
true or false.

Data from a patient case study was provided

to assist the subjects in their decision-making task.
Subjects were allowed 10 minutes to complete the task and
then were requested to complete a logical reasoning test.
Fatzer concluded that there was no relationship between
logical reasoning or the ability to make valid clinical
inferences and the ability to form nursing diagnoses.

In

addition, she found no relationship between the length of
clinical practice and logical reasoning ability, the ability
to formulate valid nursing diagnoses, or inferential
reasoning ability.

Results of these studies by Fatzer

(1979) and Matthews and Gaul (1979) suggested that nurses do
not develop their inferential ability.
Concept Attainment
Decision making in nursing has been described as being
more than just a process.

Consideration of nursing

diagnosis as an outcome should not be underestimated.

"The

law will hold them [practitioners] accountable for carrying
out the diagnostic process accurately and for taking the
appropriate action in accordance with those diagnoses"
(Fortin

&

Rabinow, 1979, p. 553).

how to diagnose accurately.

Thus, nurses must know
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Variables that may affect the accuracy of concept
attainment (achievement of the correct nursing diagnosis)
were found in the written literature (Aspinall
1981; Gordon, 1980).

&

Tanner,

When reporting the results of her

study, Gordon noted that prolonged use of the predictive
hypothesis testing strategy led to greater inaccuracy of
diagnosis.

Thus, the type of strategy used influenced

concept attainment.

Aspinall and Tanner (1981) described

the following influences on concept attainment:
1.

failure to associate initially available data with
plausible diagnostic hypotheses;

2.

failure to include the accurate diagnosis in the
initial set of hypotheses considered;

3.

overestimating the probability of one hypothesis
because of greater ease of recall, recent
experience, etc.;

4.

failure to use disconfirming data; and

5.

overestimating the reliability of data or the
information value in either confirming or
disconfirming hypotheses. (p. 12)
Methods of Studying Decision Making

Decision making in nursing has been described by
Hammond (1966) as being a complicated process due to the
multiple cue states, vast quantities of data, and lack of
defined probabilities of outcomes.

The fact that few

instruments have been developed to measure this clinical
skill in nurses (Jenkins, 1985) led to the inclusion of a
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discussion of the methods and instruments previously
employed to study decision making in this review of
literature.
As reported by Jenkins (1985), both nursing simulations
and real work situations have been used in an effort to
measure decision making in nursing.

The development of

nursing simulations included selection of format and
materials, content and clinical situation, construction,
methodology, scoring mechanisms, and tests for validity.
Each of these aspects are discussed in the following
sections.
Format and materials.

Materials used for construction

of patient simulations have ranged from paper-pencil
multiple choice tests to latent image and computer
simulations.

The cost, time, and student preference for the

different types of simulations were studied by
Schleutermann, Holzemer, and Farrand (1983).

Results

indicated that students preferred computer simulations if
they were easily accessible because of the option for
providing immediate printed feedback of results.

The cost

of computer simulations was higher than either of the other
two formats because of the necessity of acquiring hardware.
Disadvantages of the latent image method included the fact
that these exams were difficult to prepare, could only be
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used once, and had a short shelf life.

The length of time

required to prepare both the computer and latent image
simulations was similar except that the services of a
computer programmer were necessary for the computerized
version.
Content and clinical situation.

Several authors have

described techniques for developing the content of simulated
patient management problems (Kelly, 1964; Skakun, 1983;
Sweeney, O'Malley, & Freeman, 1982; Uguroglu, Shah, &
Tenhaken, 1984).

Uguroglu et al. suggested that, overall,

the exam should be objective, easily scored, and
procedurally smooth to administer.

The clinical situation

and its development during the exam were also deemed to be
important factors.
Kelly (1964) suggested criteria for selection of the
clinical situation to be tested.

These criteria stated that

the condition should be routinely seen in nursing,
verifiable by technical diagnostic devices, and consist of
defining signs and symptoms which have a probable
relationship with the correct diagnosis.

Since this study

was done in 1964, it was not possible to use the current
list of nursing diagnostic categories with their defining
criteria.
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Construction.

Suggestions for actual construction of

the simulation were offered by Skakun (1983).

His

suggestions included a discussion of the information to put
in the opening scene as well as succeeding sections of the
simulation.
1.

The opening scene should have sufficient
information to enable the generation of several
hypotheses regarding the patient's medical problem.
Depending upon the manner in which the PMP
[patient management problem] evolves, other
hypotheses may be generated. However, the number
of active hypotheses should be small . • • •

2.

Sterns in the PMP should relate to the generated
hypotheses.

3.

Responses to the items should enable the examinee
to either confirm, refute or generate new
hypotheses • • • •

4.

The generated hypotheses should be carried through
the entire problem. (pp. 254-255)

Methodology.

The methodology of the simulation has

also received attention in the literature.

Rimoldi (1964)

described a reverse testing procedure where subjects were
required to actively search for questions that would give
them answers to ultimately solve the problem.

Within the

limits of problem design, the subjects were free to choose
as many questions as they wanted and in the desired order.
This allowed the researcher to study which questions were
selected and their sequence.

In other words, the strategy

of decision making was externalized.

In order to further
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clarify their use of a strategy, subjects were also asked to
list their tentative hypotheses.
Skakun (1983) also advocated listing tentative
hypotheses.

He suggested that if, during the PMP the

examiner wanted a more explicit measure of problem solving
abilities, the exarninee could be asked to list tentative
hypotheses and their associated probabilities at various
points during the exam.

As the subject progressed toward

the goal, the number of hypotheses should decrease and after
the main data gathering session, the subject would ideally
have one or two working diagnoses to guide further actions.
Sweeney et al. (1982) were unique in their approach to
patient management problems.

These researchers required the

subject to think up the questions to be asked rather than
selecting questions from a list.

Menu driven and multiple

choice formats for patient management problems had been
found to influence the choice of cues (Wolf, 1984).
Allowing subjects to create their own choices eliminated
this problem.
Scoring mechanism.

The mechanism for scoring simulated

patient management problems was addressed by McGuire,
Solomon, and Bashook (1977), Sherman, Miller, Farrand, and
Holzemer (1979), Farrand, Holzemer, and Schleutermann
(1982), and Sweeney et al. (1982).

These authors advocated
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a variety of scoring methods, all of which included positive
points for requesting highly valued information and
subtraction of points for requesting low valued or
inappropriate information.

Differences among the scoring

systems usually consisted of the number of points on the
scale.
Farrand et al. (1982) described an item weighting
system developed from the work of Elstein et al. (1978).
Their system involved a 3-point weighting of information
that they felt provided as much discrimination as a 5- or
7-point scale.

Items classified as essential earned 1 point

while those classified as contributory but not essential and
inappropriate earned O and -1 points, respectively.
A second scoring method found in the literature
consisted of five item-weighting points (Sherman et al.,
1979).

This scale consisted of five points having values of

8, 4, O, -4, and -8.

Criteria for each of these weights

included the importance and timing of the information
requested.

Critical information received an item weighting

of 8 points, while information viewed as harmful or
unjustifiably costly earned a score of -8 points.

A

minimally acceptable level of performance was calculated by
summing the critical items (8 points each), subtracting the
items that were useless or inappropriate (-4), and dividing
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the result by the number of points earned if the optimum
route were chosen.

This method of scoring resulted in a

minimum performance level that equalled 40% of the maximum
possible points earned.
This method of calculating minimal performance scores
was first described by McGuire et al. (1977).

That group of

researchers suggested the concept of proficiency scores
which could be calculated by summing the points earned
during the simulation and dividing by the sum of the optimum
route points.
percentages.

This number was then converted to
The method described by McGuire, Solomon, and

Bashook (1976) allowed for subscores that could be pulled
out of the data for each phase of the exam.

Feedback could

be provided regarding performance overall and in each of the
subcategories.
Validity.

In addition to development and scoring of

simulations, the written literature included discussion of
the validity of simulations as a method of measuring
decision-making ability (Farrand et al., 1982; Holzemer,
Schleutermann, Farrand,
1977).

&

Miller, 1981; McGuire et al.,

Farrand et al. (1982) reported meaningful

differences between the problem-solving scores of nurse
practitioners and nurses on simulations designed for nurse
practitioners.

These differences were viewed as support for
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the claim of construct validity of patient management
simulations for measuring problem-solving skills.

Holzemer

et al. (1981) and McGuire et al. (1977) reported high
correlations between cognitive and multiple choice exams and
patient management problem results.

Norman et al. (1985)

reported findings of medical researchers which suggested
construct and concurrent validity of patient management
problems.

Construct validity was viewed as a positive

change in scores with increasing education (Mazzuca, Cohen,
& Clark, 1981).
Westin (1984) also spoke of the validity of simulations
for the study of problem-solving strategies.

He concluded

that simulations were valid for the purpose of describing
differences in problem-solving strategies.

The same

judgment was not made for the use of simulations to measure
individual problem-solving ability.

Sedlacek and Nattress

(1972) estimated the validity of simulations by comparing
interjudge agreement or disagreement with a series of
decisions required in the management problem.

The authors

concluded that a finding of high agreement supported
validity of the scoring mechanism but not of the instrument
itself.
Other nursing researchers have reported attempts to
verify validity of simulations (Broderick & Ammentorp, 1979;
Dincher & Stidger, 1976; Flaskerud, 1979; Matthews & Gaul,
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1979).

Broderick and Ammentorp (1979) checked validity of

their instruments by having a panel of experts classify the
typed question sequences as having been made by an expert or
a novice nurse.

These researchers concluded that the

behavior exhibited by subjects in the research setting had
equalled expert and novice behavior as seen by those with
experience in evaluating nursing behavior.
Flaskerud (1979) discussed methods of garnering
evidence for claims of validity for the use of vignettes in
problem-solving studies.

She recommended that vignettes be

evaluated for face or logical validity, content validity,
and construct validity.

Among the methods suggested were

literature review, expert opinion, and pretesting of the
instrument.

Matthews and Gaul (1979) also sought content

validity by seeking agreement with published literature,
pilot testing, and verifying that their case study contained
cues which would serve as a basis for categorization and
formulation of nursing diagnoses.
One of the most inclusive studies of the reliability of
simulations for examining problem-solving strategies came
from studies by Dincher and Stidger (1976).

These authors

reported that reliability coefficients were not reported in
most of the literature that included use of patient
simulations.

The authors concluded that conventional
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methods of establishing reliability were not applicable to
patient simulations.

One interesting finding included in

Dincher and Stidger's study was a significant rank order
correlation between nurses' performance on patient
management problems and an evaluation by their respective
clinical instructors.
Summary
In summary, an attempt has been made in this chapter to
review the pertinent findings resulting from prior research
in the area of decision making.

The results included a

discussion of theories of decision making, strategies,
concept attainment, variables affecting the process, and
methods of studying decision making.

Application of these

findings was made during the design of the present study.
Chapter 3 includes a description of the design and
methodology of this study.

CHAPTER 3
PROCEDURE FOR COLLECTION AND TREATMENT OF DATA
The design for this nonexperimental study was a
descriptive, comparative survey.

A two-group design with

systematic random sampling was selected as the method for
studying differences in decision making.

Two convenience

populations of nurses who had been introduced to the concept
of nursing diagnosis and the diagnostic process were chosen
for the study.

The independent variables, education and

experience, were controlled by stratification of the
populations prior to selection of the sample.
In this chapter the reader is provided with an overview
of the investigator's plan for the study.

This overview

includes setting, population, sample, instruments, data
collection, and data analysis.
Setting
The setting for the study was a county in southeastern
Texas with a population of approximately 3 million people.
The county supports a diverse mixture of rural, suburban,
and urban areas.

The major urban area in the county is a

large metropolitan area with an estimated population of 2
million residents.

Suburban and rural areas in the county
79
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surrounding the city are also heavily populated with an
estimated population of 1 million people.
Data collection took place on the South Campus of a
state and locally funded community college located in a
suburban and rural area of the county.

The college serves

an area of over 500,000 people and has a semester enrollment
of approximately 10,000 students in vocational/education
college credit courses.

In addition, the college serves

nearly 20,000 people annually in community service and
education programs. The college grants two-year associate
and associate of applied science degrees.

Actual data

collection took place in a quiet, well-lighted computer
classroom convenient to subjects from either school or home.
Population and Sample
Benner (1984) classified first year nursing students as
novice nurses, since most beginning students have had an
introduction to the process of decision making, yet lack
sufficient knowledge on which to base decision making.
Results of her study indicated that experience with
formulating nursing diagnoses during nursing school
generally advanced the newly graduated nurse to the level of
an advanced beginner diagnostician.

The expert nurse in

Benner's study could not be defined merely by years of
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experience but rather by degree of attainment of the concept
of nursing diagnosis and the diagnostic process.
Because of the diverse characteristics of the two
levels of diagnosticians, this investigator chose to study
the groups as two different populations.

Therefore, the two

target populations for this study included student nurses
who had been introduced to the concept of nursing diagnosis
and the diagnostic process and nurses who had varying years
of clinical practice in the skill of decision making to
formulate nursing diagnoses.
A novice nurse group was randomly selected from the
convenience population of all students currently enrolled in
the first year of an associate degree nursing program
located on the south campus of the community college where
the study was conducted.

An experienced nurse group was

randomly selected from the convenience population of all
nurses who had graduated from the associate degree nursing
program located at the selected college.

An additional

criterion was that experienced nurse subjects had to have
been employed in nursing for a minimum of two years.
Randomization was achieved through use of a systematic
sampling technique (Abdellah

&

Levine, 1979).

Following a

random start, every third name was selected from the class
rolls of the two nursing courses that make up the first year
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of the associate degree nursing program.

Experienced nurse

subjects were similarly chosen by selecting every third name
from alphabetized lists of graduates beginning with the
first graduating class of 1980 and ending with the class
that graduated in May, 1984.

The selection process was

continued until 50 names had been chosen for each group.

Of

the 100 names chosen, 44 volunteered to participate in the
study.

The final sample included 24 novice subjects and 20

experienced nurse subjects.
Protection of Human Subjects
This study was exempt from Texas Woman's University
Human Subjects Review Committee review because completion of
the four instruments involved written or typed responses
with minimal risk to personal safety (Appendix A).

In

addition, all subjects were over 18 years of age and gave
written consent to participate in the investigation.
Written agency permission to conduct the study within the
confines of the college campus was obtained from the
Director of Institutional Research and Development for the
college district (Appendix B).

Included in this permission

was the use of students of the college as research subjects.
The 50 randomly selected members of the two populations
were given a letter of explanation (Appendix C) regarding
the study and were asked to participate.

Subjects were
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informed that they could elect to drop out any time during
the study.

Included in the letter was a written explanation

of the purpose of the research, the confidentiality of
responses, the use to be made of the findings, possible
benefits to be gained from participation, and that the
research would involve the use of a computer.

Persons

willing to participate were asked to return a card
scheduling the time they would be willing to utilize the
simulated decision-making instrument (SIMUDEMA).

Two

sessions at 2-week intervals were scheduled for each
participant so that reliability of the instruments could be
further established.

Subjects were informed that completion

of the computer simulation implied additional consent to
participate in the study and to provide demographic
information to be used in describing the sample and
analyzing the results.
Instruments
Four instruments were administered to all subjects
participating in the study:

a demographic data form

(DEMODATA), a simulation to measure decision making
(SIMUDEMA), a working problem sheet (WPS) for subjects to
record initial hypotheses, and an evaluation form.
DEMODATA and SIMUDEMA instruments were computerized.

The
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DEMODATA
All subjects were asked to provide demographic data for
the purpose of describing the sample and for statistical
analysis (Appendix D).

This form was computerized to

facilitate data tabulation and to allow subjects to become
familiar with the computer prior to using the second
instrument.
Subjects were asked to input their assigned code
numbers which were used to sort data by groups and to
provide subjects with feedback on the results of the
SIMUDEMA, if so desired.

In addition, data regarding

education, experience, and area of practice were gathered
for the purpose of sample description and statistical
comparison.

These variables have been associated with

significant differences in decision making strategies
(Aspinall, 1979; Gordon, 1976; Grier, 1981).

After

significant differences in SIMUDEMA scores of the two groups
were noted, the data gathered in the demographic data form
were cross-tabulated with the dependent variable, SIMUDEMA
scores.

The scores were sorted according to categories of

years of experience (Aspinall, 1979).

Utilizing four levels

of experience (5-47 months, 48-59 months, 60-71 months, and
72 or more months), a one-way analysis of variance was
calculated.
was £~.OS.

The minimal acceptable level of significance
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SIMUDEMA
A computer program which used a symbolic manipulation
program known as list processing language (LISP) was used by
the investigator to develop a natural language interface
(O'Shea, 1984; Winston

&

Horn, 1981).

iterative techniques were used.

Recursive rather than

Recursive techniques

eliminated the need for either a linear or branching format,
since subjects determined their own path through the program
by use of a strategy for solving the problem.

The program

was named SIMUDEMA, an acronym for simulated decisionmaking instrument.
The SIMUDEMA was a two-version nursing simulation.
Each version of SIMUDEMA consisted of a brief description of
a patient situation.

This description included name, age,

and the fact that little else was known about the patient.
The opening screen of SIMUDEMA version I gave a patient
report which stated:
Mrs. Mary Jones, 43 years old, has been admitted to
room 573. We have no orders yet and are not sure why
she is here. You have been assigned to care for her
and to determine nursing diagnoses.
The opening screen for SIMUDEMA version II was similar to
that of version I except that the patient was a male.

After

reading the report, subjects were instructed to open an
envelope beside the computer and view a photograph depicting
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the nurse's first view of the patient upon entering the
room.
Subjects were told that the objective of the simulation
was to gather the amount of information believed necessary
to make the priority nursing diagnosis for this patient at
this time.

Initially, subjects were instructed to select

one of four options from a menu:
a.

Read the chart.

b.

Assess and interview the patient.

c.

Call the admitting physician.

d.

Make a nursing diagnosis.

The selection of options A or B required subjects to
ask for the information desired.

If the subject made the

decision to assess and interview the patient in SIMUDEMA
version I, the following information came on the screen:
You enter the room and find Mrs. Jones lying still with
her eyes closed.
What do you want to know about Mrs. Jones?
the information you need.

Ask me for

Subjects were then requested to type the questions they
would have asked Mrs. Jones during an interview.

The

computer responded to the questions with either the desired
information or a request that subjects ask the question in
another manner.

For example, if a subject asked Mrs. Jones

to describe her pain, the computerized response was:

"It
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feels like it goes straight through to my back and
shoulder."

Each question asked was recorded as an item to

data.
The selection of option C resulted in a list of
physician's admitting orders.

Option D contained directions

to assist subjects in making a nursing diagnosis by asking
for the problem, the possible cause, and finally, the data
used as a basis for making the diagnosis.

Subjects were

allowed to move from one area to another in the program by
typing the word MENU or BACK.

Following the typing of one

of these key words, the program returned to the opening menu
of options.

When subjects finished making the priority

nursing diagnosis, all responses were saved on a disk in the
B drive.
Content validity was established using current
literature to verify accuracy of patient data presented in
SIMUDEMA.

This method of establishing content validity for

a patient simulation was suggested by Sweeney, O'Malley, and
Freeman (1982).

Because first year nursing students had

been exposed to limited types of patient care situations,
the situation for the vignette was selected from content
included in the first year of the nursing program.

Review

of the first year nursing syllabi and verification with
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faculty who taught the courses were additional methods used
by the investigator to achieve content validity.
Each question asked by subjects was counted as one item
of information.

Score weighting of items was achieved by

modifying the 5-point weighting system developed by McGuire,
Solomon, and Bashook (1977) and described by Sherman,
Miller, Farrand, and Holzemer (1979).

In order to generate

potential questions and develop the scoring mechanism, a
pilot study of this investigation was conducted during Fall,
1984.

Following pilot study data collection, the

investigator compiled a list of all questions asked by these
subjects.

A panel of nursing faculty was asked to view the

photographs while being given the SIMUDEMA report.

Faculty

members were then given the list of questions and instructed
to assign a value to each question based on the usefulness
of the question in eliciting the necessary data to make the
priority nursing diagnosis for this patient at this time.
A score of 16 points was assigned to all questions that
elicited very important data to be gathered about the
patient at this time.

A score of 8 points was awarded to

questions yielding important data that should be gathered
early in the hospital course but not related to the chief
complaint.

Questions that produced important data to be

gathered but inconsiderate of the patient's chief complaint
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at this time earned a score of O points.

Finally, questions

intended to gather information that was totally irrelevant
of the patient's chief complaint earned -8 points.
Therefore, each question could earn as many as 16 points or
as few as

-a

points.

The two versions of SIMUDEMA were randomly loaded into
computers in the classroom where data collection took place.
Subjects unknowingly determined the sequence of taking
version I or II by their selection of a seat in the
classroom.

Scores for the SIMUDEMA were calculated from

results of the first version taken by any subject.

Two

scores, one designated the PTS and the other SCORFST, were
calculated for each subject.

The PTS score on the SIMUDEMA

consisted of a sum of the points for each question asked.
This score represented the total value of all questions
asked by a subject.

Since there was no limit on the number

of questions asked, there was no maximum or minimum possible
PTS score.

The SCORFST score was calculated by dividing the

PTS score by the number of questions asked by that subject.
This score represented the average value of questions asked
by the subject.

The maximum SCORFST score that could be

obtained on the SIMUDEMA was 16 points, while the minimum
possible score was -8 points.
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In order to begin to determine the stability of the
instrument, reliability was examined using the test-retest
method.

Two weeks after the initial data collection,

SIMUDEMA was administered to the pilot study sample a second
time.

The results of the test/retest method yielded a

Pearson product-moment correlation of r = .863.

However,

due to the small retest sample size, the correlation was not
significant (E~-05).

The test-retest method of establishing

reliability was repeated after the final data collection
following collection of a larger sample.
Working Problem Sheet (WPS)

The third instrument, a Working Problem Sheet (WPS),
was given to each subject at the beginning of the data
gathering session (Appendix E).
section for subject code numbers.

This sheet contained a
Subjects were asked to

write their initial hypotheses after reading the report and
seeing the photograph.

Subjects were also asked to record

the time required to complete SIMUDEMA and invited to make
any other notes that might be useful as they formulated a
nursing diagnosis.

Skakun (1983) suggested that one way to

get an explicit measure of problem-solving ability during a
patient management problem (PMP) was to request that the
examinee list tentative hypotheses and the probabilities
associated with these hypotheses at various points during
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the exam.

During data analysis, the tentative hypotheses

were compared with the order and content of data requested
to determine the use of a decision-making strategy.
Evaluation Form
The final instrument was an evaluation form which
included questions to elicit optional feedback regarding the
testing experience (Appendix F).

The questions on the

evaluation form were intended to assist the investigator
with making revisions of SIMUDEMA prior to additional
testing.
Pilot Study
The purpose of the pilot study was to pretest a
research design intended to examine, describe, and compare
decision-making strategies used by novice and experienced
nurses as they gathered data on a simulated patient for the
purpose of making a nursing diagnosis.

Permission was

obtained to conduct the study and samples were randomly
selected from students currently enrolled at that time in
Nursing II:

Care of Patients with Simple Health Problems

and all registered nurses currently employed by the
Associate Degree nursing Program at the college (g=12).
Selected subjects were given a letter asking them to
participate in the study.

This letter also contained an
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explanation of the nature, purpose, and intended use of the
research.

Six subjects from each group who were willing to

participate returned a card scheduling the time they were
willing to take the simulated decision-making instrument
(SIMUDEMA).

Subjects were asked to schedule two sessions at

2-week intervals so that reliability of the instruments
could be established.
Four instruments were used to collect data:

a

demographic data form (DEMODATA), SIMUDEMA, a working
problem sheet (WPS), and an evaluation form.

The

demographic data form was computerized and provided a
vehicle for familiarizing the subjects with the keyboard of
the computer being used in the study.

The subjects were

requested to enter their assigned code number, sex, age,
level of nursing education, months or years of experience,
and title or position held for the majority of that time.
These kinds of data were gathered for the purpose of
describing the sample and analyzing results (Aspinall, 1979;
Gordon, 1976; Grier

&

Schnitzler, 1979).

The second instrument was a computerized simulated
patient situation (SIMUDEMA) in which subjects were shown a
brief report that included name, age, and the fact that
little else was known about the patient.

Subjects were

instructed to turn on a slide projector to view a single
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slide of the patient as they read the SIMUDEMA report.

The

slide consisted of a patient with a facial expression of
obvious pain.

Subjects were told that their objective was

to gather the amount of information they felt necessary to
make the appropriate nursing diagnosis(es) for this patient
at this time.
A 320 K main RAM Z-160 portable IBM compatible computer
with two disk drives and a slide projector were used to
collect the data.

In order to vary the second session

enough to make subjects think it was a totally new
situation, a slide of a male patient with a nasogastric tube
inserted was substituted for the female patient used in the
first session.

Sex, age, occupation, and type of food eaten

for lunch were changed as were some of the laboratory and
x-ray data.

The chief complaint and medical diagnosis

remained the same.

Information for the two versions of the

SIMUDEMA was gathered from cases of patients hospitalized
with identical diagnoses in a general medical surgical
hospital.
The pilot study demonstrated several areas needing
revision prior to the final study.

While the data gathered

using the SIMUDEMA were accurate in that all subject
requests for information were collected, the fact that there
were no significant differences in the scores of students
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and faculty suggested that the method of scoring the
information requested was less than adequate.

The

investigator's belief that a high score on the SIMUDEMA
would reflect a strategy that gathered the necessary amount
of data without being redundant was not supported by
statistical analysis.

However, the lack of statistically

significant differences between novice student scores and
faculty scores could have been due to the occurrence of
extreme scores and a small sample size (n=12).

Rather than

make premature changes in the method of scoring, the
investigator planned to increase the number of subjects used
in the main study.
The following summary of changes made in this research
design resulted from the pilot study experience:
1.

Include all questions and responses received in the
SIMUDEMA.

Additional information was included in both

versions of SIMUDEMA to decrease the frustration of
being asked to re-ask the question another way.
2.

Enlarge the print on instruction screens.

The problem

of small print was lessened by the fact that all
subjects used SIMUDEMA on a full 12-inch diagonal
monitor rather than the small 9-inch monitor used for
the pilot study.
3.

Simplify instruction screens.

Revised instruction

screens gave only the most necessary instructions.
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During retest sessions, subjects were instructed to
input only their code number and then to hit the return
key until the beginning of the SIMUDEMA.
4.

Because most subjects were tested during one or two
sessions, the problem of discussing the SIMUDEMA was
greatly lessened.

Subjects were asked to refrain from

discussing the SIMUDEMA until all data collection had
been completed.
5.

The problem of getting subjects to use the working
problem sheet was reduced by having subjects list their
initial hypotheses immediately after seeing the patient
and reading the report.

6.

The location of the data collection sites and a more
realistic estimate of time required to complete the
SIMUDEMA were further clarified in the information
letter.

7.

The test/retest method of establishing reliability of
the instruments was repeated during the final data
collection.

In addition, the investigator randomized

the sequence in which subjects completed the two
versions of SIMUDEMA.

Randomization was accomplished by

giving each subject an envelope containing a photograph
of the patient rather than using a slide projector.
This modification of the procedure simplified the
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equipment requirement for data collection.

The

investigator noted which version of SIMUDEMA was
completed first so that the alternate version could be
given on the retest.
8.

In order to improve the method of analyzing the
decision-making strategies, the strategies used by
subjects were compared to an ideal strategy for the
patient situation (Bruner et al., 1956).

Gordon (1980)

suggested that using an ideal strategy, one would
simultaneously test multiple hypotheses early in the
assessment period.

After major hypotheses had been

determined, a successive scanning strategy would then be
employed to confirm the diagnosis.
In both versions of SIMUDEMA, the patient's chief
complaint was extreme pain.

Pictures of the patients

depicted facial expressions consistent with altered comfort.
Therefore, the optimal strategy for both versions of
SIMUDEMA was to ascertain the chief complaint, perform a
quick check of critical systems such as oxygenation,
completely assess the nature of the pain, and defer further
assessment until after pain intervention had been performed.
The investigator compared strategies used by study subjects
with this ideal strategy.
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Data Collection
The procedure for collecting the data began with
obtaining permission to conduct the study (Appendix B).
Randomly selected members of the two target populations were
given an information letter explaining the nature and
purpose of the study and asking for their participation
(Appendix C).

Subjects who were willing to participate in

the study scheduled two testing times at their convenience.
Upon arrival at the designated testing site, all
subjects were given further oral explanations of the
research and questions were answered.

Subjects were asked

not to discuss the content of the SIMUDEMA until after the
second data collection period was completed.

Following

assignment of a code number, subjects were invited to select
a seat in the computer classroom.

The two versions of

SIMUDEMA were evenly distributed among the available
computers.

The investigator noted code numbers and the

version of SIMUDEMA being taken by the subjects.

Subjects

were informed that they could request individual copies of
SIMUDEMA results following the data collection period by
using the code number.
Those subjects willing to participate in the study were
then logged on to the computer by the investigator and
assisted to complete the DEMODATA instrument (Appendix D).
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Following completion of DEMODATA, the WPS form was
distributed and instructions were given regarding its use
(Appendix E).

Participants were than asked to remove the

photograph from the envelope beside their computer terminal.
The photograph depicted the nurse's first view of the
patient upon entering the room.

Simultaneously, a brief

report of the patient was written on the screen.

Subjects

were asked to pause and write their initial hunches as to
the patient's primary nursing diagnosis after seeing the
patient and reading the report.

The SIMUDEMA was then

completed according to the process described in the
instruments section of this chapter.
Following completion of the SIMUDEMA, subjects were
asked to fill out the evaluation form (Appendix F).

The WPS

form was collected and subjects were asked to place the
evaluation form in the box near the room exit.

Participants

were reminded to return for the follow-up retest 2 weeks
later.

No information was given regarding the exact nature

of the follow-up session, but rather, subjects were asked to
return for additional data collection as agreed to in the
consent form.

The same procedure was followed during the

second data collection period, except that participants were
allowed to bypass the DEMODATA instrument after entering
their code number and the investigator assigned seats in
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order to insure that the alternate version of SIMUDEMA was
taken as the retest.
Treatment of Data
Data analysis included use of descriptive and
inferential data analysis techniques.

The following

sections include an overview of the data treatment.
Descriptive Data Analysis
Initially, the two samples were described using
descriptive statistics to report measures of central
tendency and variability for each of the demographic
variables.

Included in the description was a table

depicting the frequency of occurrence of each nominal level
grouping of years of experience for the experienced nurse
group.
Strategy.

In order to describe the differences in

decision-making strategies, questions asked by experienced
and novice nurses were analyzed.

Descriptive statistics

were used to describe each defining variable including the
number, content, and sequence of questions, length of time
taken to complete SIMUDEMA, and the use of tentative
hypotheses.
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1.

The total number of questions asked by each subject in
each group was tabulated.

Measures of central tendency

and variability for each group were reported.
2.

The length of time in minutes required by participants
to complete SIMUDEMA was recorded for each subject.
Measures of central tendency and variability were
reported for the variable of time.

3.

The percentage of total questions related to the content
of altered comfort was calculated.

Group percentages

were reported.
4.

The frequency and sequence of questions asked in the
content area of altered comfort, nutrition, and
oxygenation were tabulated and reported in a line graph
by groups.

5.

The use of tentative hypotheses was determined from the
WPS forms.

The number and percentage of subjects in

each group who wrote tentative hypotheses on the WPS
form was reported.
6.

Questions were assigned predetermined weights and summed
for each subject to determine PTS scores.

The weighted

sum was divided by the number of questions asked to
determine SCORFST scores.

Measures of central tendency

and variability were reported for the total sample and
each group.
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Inferential Data Analysis
Further analysis of the data was accomplished by use of
parametric and nonparametric statistics.
H1 :

Experienced nurses will use different decisionmaking strategies earlier in the diagnostic
than will novice nurses:
a.

Experienced nurses will ask fewer questions
when completing the simulated decision-making
model (SIMUDEMA) than will novice nurses.

b.

Experienced nurses will complete SIMUDEMA in
less time than novice nurses.

c.

Novice nurses will ask a greater percentage of
questions to verify the priority nursing
diagnosis than will experienced nurses.

d.

Experienced nurses will use a multiple
hypothesis testing strategy earlier in the
questioning sequence than will novice nurses.

In addition to the descriptive statistics used to
describe the decision-making strategy, two extraneous
variables, length of time required to complete SIMUDEMA and
the number of questions asked, were forced into nominal
level categories and treated as independent variables to
determine their effect on the dependent variables, SCORFST
and PTS scores.

The length of time in minutes was forced
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into two nominal level categories:
and 21 through 60 minutes.

0 through 20 minutes,

The variable, number of

questions asked, was forced into two categories:
questions and 11 or more questions.

A2 x 2

1 to 10

ANOVA

using

repeated measures was used to determine the effect of time
and number of questions asked on SIMUDEMA scores.
H2 :

Experienced nurses will use tentative hypotheses
to guide assessment more often than novice nurses.

The investigator reviewed WPS forms for the presence of
tentative hypotheses.

The presence of a tentative

hypothesis was recorded as a yes.

The absence of a

tentative hypothesis was recorded as a no.

A chi-square

test for independence was used to determine if a significant
difference in the use of tentative hypotheses existed
between groups.
H3 :

Experienced nurses will formulate more nursing
diagnoses that are consistent with the
investigator-determined priority nursing diagnosis
in SIMUDEMA versions I and II than will novice
nurses.

The nursing diagnosis formulated by each subject was
compared to the priority nursing diagnosis.

In order to

measure concept attainment, those diagnoses which viewed the
major problem as altered comfort or pain and listed data for
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at least one defining attribute of this diagnosis were
recorded as no.

A chi-square test for independence was used

to determine if a significant difference in the attainment
of the priority nursing diagnosis existed between groups.
H4 :

Experienced nurses will demonstrate a higher
degree of concept attainment as evidenced by
higher scores on the SIMUDEMA than those earned by
novice nurses.

Two scores, SCORFST and PTS, were calculated for each
subject.

The PTS score for each subject was derived by

summing the weighted scores of each item of information
requested.

The SCORFST score was then calculated by

dividing the PTS score by the number of questions asked by
that subject.
In order to assess the presence and strength of the
relationship between these scores, a Pearson's productmoment correlation was calculated using PTS and SCORFST
scores.

To determine if a relationship existed between both

scores on the SIMUDEMA and the time required and number of
questions asked, the Pearson product-moment correlation
procedure was repeated using these variables.

The minimal

acceptable level of significance was £~.05.
In order to distinguish between levels of the
independent variables on the dependent variable, two
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independent two-sample !-tests were calculated using the PTS
and SCORFST scores of the experienced and novice nurses.

In

order to further analyze the SIMUDEMA scores, the PTS and
SCORFST scores were sorted according to the nominal level
categories of months of experience, length of time required
to complete SIMUDEMA, and number of questions asked.
Utilizing four levels of experience, two levels of time
required, and two levels of experience, a 4 x 2 x 2 two-way
analysis of variance with repeated measures was calculated.
The minimal acceptable level of significance was £S.05.
H5 :

Scores achieved on the SIMUDEMA and scores
achieved on the American College Test (ACT) verbal
aptitude, natural science, mathematics, social
science, and composite tests will be positively
correlated.

In order to determine if a relationship existed between PTS
and SCORFST scores and cognitive ability, all SIMUDEMA
scores were correlated with the corresponding ACT verbal
aptitude, natural science, mathematics, social science, and
composite scores using Pearson's product-moment correlation
procedure.

The minimal acceptable level of significance was

ES.OS.
H6 :

Scores on SIMUDEMA version I and II will be
positively correlated.
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In order to establish the reliability of the two versions of
SIMUDEMA, Pearson's product-moment correlation procedure was
performed using the SCORFST and PTS scores of SIMUDEMA
version I and version II.
significance was E~.05.

The minimal acceptable level of

CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS OF DATA
An

investigation was conducted to identify

decision-making strategies used to formulate nursing
diagnoses.

The purpose was to define differences in

diagnostic decision-making strategies chosen by experienced
and novice nurses when given the task of formulating the
priority nursing diagnosis for a simulated patient
situation.
The research instruments were administered and data
were collected from two populations of nurses who had been
introduced to the concept of nursing diagnosis and the
diagnostic process.
study.

Forty-four subjects completed the

This chapter includes a description of the two

samples using descriptive statistics to report measures of
central tendency and variability for each of the demographic
variables and the defining criteria used to determine
differences in decision-making strategies.

In addition,

inferential statistics were used to further analyze data in
relation to each of the research hypotheses.
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Description of the Sample
Fifty subjects were randomly selected from each of the
two populations of nurses being studied.

Twenty-four

subjects volunteered to participate from the student
population, and 20 subjects participated from the
experienced nurse population.
participants was 44.

The total number of

All participants were female.

The 44 women who participated in the study varied in
age from 20 to 56 years with a mean age of 38 years (SD=
8.5 years); the mode was 36 to 40 years.

Thirteen (29%) of

the subjects fell within the 36 to 40 age group and the next

largest group, 41 to 45 years, had 9 (20%) subjects (Table
1).

Table 1
Characteristics of the Sample on Variable of Age
Reported by 44 Nurses
Age (Years)

!1

3
6

20-25
26-30
31-35
39-40
41-45
46-50
51-56

7

5

13
10
29
20
11

_i

__!Q

44

100

4

13
9

Total

%
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All subjects met the criteria for participation in the
study.

The novice group included 24 students currently

enrolled in the first year of the associate degree nursing
program where the study took place.

Of these subjects, 6

were enrolled in the first level I nursing course and 18
were enrolled in the second level I nursing course.

These

two nursing courses comprise the nursing curriculum for the
first year of the program.

The experienced nurse group

included 20 graduates of the associate degree nursing
program where the study took place.

All experienced nurse

subjects had at least 2 years of clinical nursing experience
since graduation from the program.

None of the experienced

nurse subjects had completed academic courses in nursing
beyond the associate degree.
Experience for both groups was calculated by months and
began with entry into the nursing program.

Therefore, all

student subjects had either 5 or 10 months of experience
dependent upon the level of their current enrollment.
Of the subjects, 18 (41%) were students in the second
nursing course who had been in the nursing program for 10
months.

The remaining 6 (14%) novice subjects had had 5

months of experience since enrolling in the first level I
nursing course.
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To make the length of exposure to the concept of
nursing diagnosis equivalent, the 2 years spent in the
nursing program was added to the total months of experience
of the experimental nurse group.

The length of experience

for the nurse group varied from 48 to 96 months.

The lar-

gest number of experienced nurses in any one group was nine
(20%) who had had 60 months of experience, followed by five
(11%) nurses who had had 48 months of experience (Table 2).
Table 2
Characteristics of the Sample on Variable of Experience
(Months) Reported by 44 Nurses
Experience (Months)
5

10
48
60
72
84
96
Total

B

%

6
18
5
9

14
41
11
20

4
1
1

2
2

44

100

9

To facilitate further data analysis, months of
experience were grouped into nominal categories (Table 3).
Four categories were determined which included Oto 47
months, 48 to 59 months, 60 to 71 months, and 72 to 96
months.
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Table 3
Categories of the Variable of Experience
(Months) Reported by 44 Nurses
Experience (Months)

n

%

0-47
48-59
60-71
72-96

24
5
9
6

55
11
20
14

44

100

Total

Findings
Descriptive Data Analysis
Descriptive statistics were used to portray the
strategies employed by experienced and novice subjects to
formulate the priority nursing diagnosis.

The use of

strategy was measured by number, content, and sequence of
questions asked.

In addition, the length of time used to

determine the priority nursing diagnosis and use of
tentative hypotheses to guide information selection were
included in the description of strategy.
The total number of questions asked by all subjects was
516 with a mean of 11.73 questions (SD= 5.142).

The range

of questions asked was 27 with a minimum of 3 and a maximum
of 30 questions.

Experienced nurses asked 211 (41%)

questions yielding a group mean of 10.55 questions
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(SD= 3.873), while the novice group asked 305 (59%)
questions (mean= 12.7; SD= 5.9).
In addition to the number of questions asked,
descriptive analysis of the content of questions was also
performed.

Of the 516 total questions asked, 291 (56%) were

related to the nursing diagnosis of altered comfort (mean=
5.61; SD= 2.895).

The experienced nurse group asked 129

(44%) of the altered comfort questions (mean= 5.1; SD=
2.882), while the novice group asked 162 (55%) of these
questions.

The 129 comfort questions made up 61% of all

questions asked by the experienced nurse group.

The mean

number of comfort questions asked by novice group subjects
was 6.04 (SD= 2.896).

The 162 comfort questions asked by

the novice group encompassed 53% of all questions asked by
this group.
In an attempt to demonstrate the presence of a focus
during the questioning sequence, each subject's questions
were classified according to major diagnostic categories
such as comfort, oxygenation, nutrition, and fluid balance.
Next, the number of questions asked in the area of comfort
was noted for each subject.

For example, one novice

subject asked her first six questions about comfort, while
an experienced subject asked her second and fifth questions
about comfort.

After determining the frequency and order of
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comfort questions for each group, it was possible to
graphically demonstrate the difference in sequencing of
comfort questions by the two groups.

Figure 2 represents

the frequency and order of occurrence of comfort questions
asked by the experienced and novice nurses.
For example, 12 (60%) experienced nurses and 13 (54%)
novice subjects asked a question regarding comfort as their
first question.

Similarly, 20 (83%) novice subjects and 14

(70%) experienced nurses asked a comfort questions as their
fifth question.

In this manner the difference between the

timing and intensity of comfort questions asked by the two
groups has been visually depicted.
Two additional content areas that elicited a high
percentage of questions were altered nutrition and altered
oxygenation.

The frequency and order of questions asked in

the content areas of nutrition and oxygenation have been
represented graphically in Figures 3 and 4.

Novice subjects

tended to focus their early questions on the area of altered
comfort, while experienced nurses asked more questions in
other categories.
The length of time required to complete SIMUDEMA was
collected from the subjects.

This time had a range of 50

minutes, from a minimum of 10 to a maximum of 60 minutes.
The mean time for all subjects was 27 minutes with a
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comparison of the Frequency and Order of
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Comparison of the Frequency and Order of
Nutrition Questions Asked by Experienced
and Novice Nurses.

standard deviation of 10 minutes.

The experienced nurse

group required a mean time of 22.6 minutes (SD= 7.43) to
complete the SIMUDEMA.

The novice group took longer to

complete the instruments as their mean time was 30.8 minutes
(SD= 10.9).
The final measure of decision-making strategy was the
use of tentative hypotheses (Skakun, 1983).

Thirteen (30%)

of the 44 subjects wrote tentative hypotheses on the WPS
form.

Thirty-one (70%) subjects did not write tentative

hypotheses.

Group analysis of hypothesis use indicated that
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Comparison of the Frequency and Order of
Oxygenation Questions Asked by Experienced
and Novice Nurses.

seven (35%) of the experienced nurses wrote tentative
hypotheses, while six (25%) of the novice group stated
hypotheses.
In order to arrive at a score for the SIMUDEMA, the
weights assigned to each item of information were summed for
each subject.

Because the versions of SIMUDEMA were

randomly assigned and only eight subjects returned for the
retest, only scores earned on the first version of SIMUDEMA
taken by each subject were used for statistical analysis.
The score that consisted of the summed points was termed
PTS.

The PTS scores had a range of 208 points with the
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minimum score being 12 and the maximum score equal to 220
points.

The total sample PTS mean was 137.18 with a

standard deviation of 46.24.

The experienced and novice

group PTS means were 140.10 and 134.67, respectively.

A

frequency distribution of the PTS scores is illustrated in
Table 4.
A second score for each subject was calculated by
dividing the PTS score by the number of questions asked by
that subject.

This second score was labeled SCORFST and

represented the average value of each question asked.
SCORFST scores had a range of 15.6 with a minimum score of
0.39 and a maximum score earned equal to 16.00.

The mean

SCORFST for all groups was 13.012 with a standard deviation
of 2.899.

The experienced nurse group had a SCORFST mean of

14.1630, while the mean for the novice group was 12.0529.
frequency distribution of the SCORFST scores is shown in
Table 5.
Inferential Data Analysis
In order to test the research hypotheses, further data
analysis was accomplished by use of parametric and
nonparametric statistics.

The discussion includes the

hypotheses, statistical procedures used, and the findings.

A
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Table 4
Frequency Distribution of the PTS Scores Earned by
44 Experienced and Novice Nurses
PTS Scores

n

%

12
44
80
88

1
1
2
2

2
2
5
5

96
100
108
112

4
2
1
4

9
5
2

120
132
136
140

2
1

5
2
5
5

2
2
2

148
152
156
160

1
1
1

164
176
184
188
192
200
212
220
Total

9

5
2
2
2

1
4
2

2
5

3

7

2

1
1
1

5
2
2
2

44

100

9
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Table 5
Frequency Distribution of the SCORFST Scores Earned by
44 Experienced and Novice Nurses
SCORFST Scores

n

%

.39
7.60
9.60
10.00

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

10.09
10.45
10.91
11.06

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

11.11
11.42
11.50
11.66

1
1
1
2

2
2
2
5

11.68

1

2

11.70

1

12.00
12.57

1
3

2
2
7

12.73
13.33
13.40
13.54

1
1
1
1

2

14.15
14.18
14.29
14.66

2
2
1
1

5
5
2
2

14.67
14.80
14.90
15.11

1
1

2
5
2
2

15.43
15.67
16.00

1
1
8

2
2
18

44

100

2
1

Total

2
2
2
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H1 :

Experienced nurses will use different decisionmaking strategies earlier in the diagnostic
process than will novice nurses:

Researchers (Bruner, Goodnow,
Kelly, Castellan, Schneider,

&
&

Austin, 1956; Hammond,

Vancini, 1966) of decision-

making strategies have suggested that this concept could be
measured by examination of the number of questions asked,
length of time required, presence of a focus, and the order
in which questions were asked.

In the present study, these

variables were used as defining criteria for the
decision-making strategy.

Therefore, the following

subhypotheses were stated for Hypothesis 1.
H1 a:

Experienced nurses will ask fewer questions
when completing the simulated decision-making
model (SIMUDEMA) than will novice nurses.

H1b:

Experienced nurses will complete SIMUDEMA in
less time than novice nurses.

H1c:

Novice nurses will ask a greater percentage
of questions to verify the priority nursing
diagnosis than will experienced nurses.

H1d:

Experienced nurses will use a multiple
hypothesis testing strategy earlier in the
questioning sequence than will novice nurses.
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Inferential analysis of the differences in
decision-making strategies began with a test of significance
of the difference in numbers of questions asked by the two
groups.

The results of an independent two-sample t-test

indicated that the novice group mean (12.71) was not
significantly different from the mean number of questions
asked by the experienced nurse group (mean= 10.55; ! =
1.40; E = .168).

Therefore, the prediction that experienced

nurses would ask fewer questions than the novice group was
not supported by the data.
Descriptive data analysis indicated that the mean time
required to complete SIMUDEMA was longer for the novice
group (mean= 30.8 minutes) than the experienced nurse group
(mean= 22.6 minutes).

The result of at-test for signifi-

cance of the difference in group means was!= 2.85 with

£ = .007.

This result indicated that the mean time required

by the novice group to complete the SIMUDEMA was significantly longer than the time required by the experienced
nurse group.
Putzier, Padrick, Westfall, and Tanner (1985) reported
that the novice decision maker tends to focus early on a
single cue.

In the present study, the focus on a single cue

was evident in a review of the content of questions asked.
The majority of all questions asked (291; 56%) concerned
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comfort.

The novice group asked a total of 305 questions

with 162 (53%) of these about comfort.

The experienced

nurses asked a total of 211 questions with 129 (61%) of
these about comfort.
In order to test the hypothesis that novice nurses
would ask a greater percentage of questions related to the
priority nursing diagnosis (altered comfort), a comparison
was made of the differences in number and percentage of
comfort questions asked.

An independent two-sample ~-test

score was calculated using both the number and percentage of
comfort questions asked by subjects in the two groups.

The

~-test result of the difference in number of comfort
questions wast= 1.08 (E = .288).

Results of the ~-test

between the mean percentages of comfort questions was
~

= -0.11 (E = .912).

These results failed to support the

prediction that novice nurses would ask a greater percentage
of questions about the priority nursing diagnosis.
In order to test the significance of the differences in
content and sequence of questions asked, it was necessary to
determine the type of strategy being used by the subjects.
Gordon (1980) suggested that the ideal strategy for nurses
to use in attaining disjunctive nursing diagnoses was an
adaptation of the simultaneous and successive scanning
strategies proposed by Bruner et al. (1956) for the
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attainment of conjunctive concepts.

Describing a mixed

hypothesis testing method, Gordon suggested that a multiple
hypothesis scanning strategy was most appropriate at the
beginning of the task when the nurse must gather a lot of
information quickly.

This strategy allows the nurse to

decrease the number of tentative hypotheses quickly, thus
reducing cognitive strain.

After the major list of

hypotheses is reduced to the most probable diagnoses, Gordon
suggested the successive scanning strategy would allow for
the most diagnostic accuracy.

Thus the mixed hypothesis

scanning strategy would meet the objectives of strategy
selection which were to assure appropriate information
collection, decrease mental strain, and regulate the risk of
diagnosis under pressure.
Methods of measuring the use of a multiple versus
successive scanning strategy have been proposed by
researchers in diagnostic decision making (Broderick

&

Ammentorp, 1979; Hammond, Kelly, Castellan et al., 1966).
Hammond, Kelly, Castellan et al. suggested that one could
differentiate multiple versus successive scanning strategies
by sequentially numbering data items under their appropriate
content category.

Broderick and Ammentorp suggested that

the total data collection could be divided into quartiles
with values assigned to each cue based on the quartile of
collection.
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Combining the concepts of sequential numbering and
division of the diagnostic task, each subject's questions
were classified according to major content areas such as
comfort, oxygenation, nutrition, and so forth.

Using these

categories as column headings, the questions were ordered
under their appropriate categories.

Subjects who asked

questions from three or more categories during the first
half of the data collection period were deemed to be using a
multiple hypothesis scanning strategy.

Those subjects

asking questions from a single content category were
classified as using a successive scanning method.
An analysis of the use of strategies by the experienced
and novice nurse groups revealed that 14 (32%) subjects used
a multiple hypothesis scanning method during the first half
of the questioning period.

A successive scanning strategy

was used by 30 (68%) subjects.

A review of group findings

indicated that only three (12.5%) of the novice subjects
used a multiple scanning strategy, while 11 (55%) of the
experienced nurse group used this method.

Using a

chi-square goodness of fit procedure, this difference in the
use of strategies between groups was found to be significant
at E~.007 (~ 2 = 7.229).

Therefore, there was statistical

support for the prediction that experienced nurses would use
a multiple hypothesis testing strategy earlier in the
questioning sequence than novice nurses.
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H2 :

Experienced nurses will use tentative hypotheses
to guide assessment more often than novice nurses.

Results of the descriptive analysis indicated that seven
(35%) of the experienced nurses wrote tentative hypotheses,
while six (25%) of the novice group recorded these on their
WPS forms.

In order to test the significance of this

difference, the presence of a tentative hypothesis on the
WPS form was coded as a yes, while the absence was coded as
a no.

A chi-square test of the between-groups difference in

hypothesis use was not statistically significant (~ 2 =
.1538, E = .695).

Therefore, Hypothesis 2 was not supported

in that experienced nurses did not use tentative hypotheses
to guide their assessment more often than novice nurses.
H3 :

Experienced nurses will formulate more nursing
diagnoses that are consistent with the
investigator-determined priority nursing diagnosis
in SIMUDEMA versions I and II than will novice
nurses.

Data found in both versions of SIMUDEMA best supported a
priority nursing diagnosis of alteration in comfort.

A

total of 44 subjects completed the SIMUDEMA and made a
priority diagnosis.

Eight subjects returned for the retest,

therefore a total of 52 diagnoses were made.

Twenty-seven

of the diagnoses were made by the novice nurse group, while
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25 were made by the experienced nurse group.

A breakdown of

the diagnoses made can be found in Table 6.
Of the total diagnoses made, 37 (71%) related to
alteration in comfort.

Of the 16 remaining diagnoses, 5

(9%) related to altered nutrition, 2 (4%) related to altered
safety:

potential for injury, and 3 (6%) related to fluid

and electrolyte imbalance.

Five (10%) of the diagnoses

listed were medical diagnoses.

All of the medical diagnoses

were made by the experienced nurse group.
The group totals for each category were derived by
scoring the presence of a diagnosis related to altered
comfort as a yes and any other diagnosis as a no.

Nineteen

(79%) novice subjects and 13 (65%) experienced nurse

subjects made a diagnosis that related to the area of
altered comfort.

Five (21%) novice and seven (35%)

experienced nurses made diagnoses in other areas.
It should be noted that for the purpose of this study,
the use of nursing diagnostic categories and terminology
proposed by the North American Nursing Diagnosis Association (NANDA) was not required (Doenges

&

Moorhouse, 1985).

Any diagnosis made that related to comfort (e.g., pain or
nausea) was accepted for the concept attainment analysis.

A

chi-square procedure was performed to test the difference in
group frequencies with results indicating that there was no
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Table 6
Nursing Diagnoses Formulated by 44 Experienced and
Novice Nurses
Diagnoses Formulated
Experienced
Novice
Total
Nurses
Nurses
Diagnoses
n
%
n
%
n
%

Diagnoses

Problem Statement
Alteration in Comfort:

0

0

15

56

15

29

(Pain)a
(Stomachache)
(Vomiting)
(Nausea)

14

4
0
1
0

15
0
4

18
1

0
2

56
4
0
8

_Q

2

34
2
2
_4

Subtotals

17

68

20

74

37

71

0

0

5

19

5

9

1

1

1

Other Nursing: Diagnoses
Altered Nutrition
Altered Safety:
Hemorrhage
Fluid Imbalance

4
4

1

4

1

1

4

2
2

4
4

(Dehydration)

1

4

0

0

1

2

Subtotals

3

12

7

26

10

19

1
2
1
1

4

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

1
2

2

8
4
4

0

1
1

2
2

5

20

0

0

5

10

25

100

27

100

52

100

Medical Diagnoses
Inflamed Gall Bladder
Cholelithiasis
Diabetes
Gastroenteritis
Subtotals
Totals

aParentheses indicate symptoms listed as diagnoses.

4
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significant difference in the number of subjects making the
correct nursing diagnosis (~ 2 = .5051, E = .4773).
Therefore, experienced nurses did not make more nursing
diagnoses that were consistent with the predetermined
priority nursing diagnosis than the novice group.
While analyzing nursing diagnoses, the investigator
noted a difference between groups regarding the use of the
diagnostic categories proposed by NANDA.

Twenty-two (81%)

of the 27 diagnoses formulated by novice nurses were
consistent with the NANDA nursing diagnostic statements.
The remaining five (19%) diagnoses listed by the novice
nurse group were symptoms.

This finding contrasted sharply

with the fact that only 2 (8%) of the 25 diagnoses determined by the experienced nurses were consistent with the
NANDA proposed diagnostic statements.

Five (20%) of the

diagnoses listed by experienced nurses were medical diagnoses, while the remaining 18 (72%) diagnoses were symptoms.
A chi-square test of the difference between groups on
whether the diagnoses fit the NANDA criteria was significant
at E = .0001 (~ 2 = 25.32).

This result was expected since

current students in the nursing program have been exposed to
the nursing diagnostic taxonomy proposed by NANDA, while
graduates of 2 or more years would have only received this
exposure independently or in the employment setting.
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H4 :

Experienced nurses will demonstrate a higher
degree of concept attainment as evidenced by
higher scores on the SIMUDEMA than those earned by
novice nurses.

Descriptive analysis of SCORFST (average informational
value) and PTS (total information value) scores yielded a
total group mean of 13.012 and 137.18, respectively.

The

novice group had a SCORFST mean of 12.0529 and a PTS mean of
134.67, while the experienced nurse group had a SCORFST mean
of 14.163 and a PTS mean of 140.20.
Since both SCORFST and PTS were calculated from the
points assigned to the information collected, a Pearson
product-moment correlation coefficient was calculated to
measure the relationship between these two sets of scores.
The results,~= .1111 (E = .236), indicated that the
relationship between these scores was not statistically
significant.

An additional Pearson correlation was

calculated between the time required to complete SIMUDEMA
and the number of questions asked and both the SCORFST and
PTS (Table 7).

As expected, the results verified a

statistically significant positive relationship between PTS
scores and number of questions asked(~= .389; E = .009).
In contrast, the correlation coefficients between the
SCORFST scores and both length of time required and number
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of questions asked revealed statistically significant
negative relationships (f = -.468; E = .001; and r = -.776;
E = .0001).

While increasing the number of questions asked

resulted in an increase in the PTS score, the questions
asked had to be of high informational value to increase the
SCORFST score.

A Pearson product-moment correlation between

months of experience and SCORFST scores also revealed a
significant positive relationship (f = .337; E = .013).
square of r equaled .58, while~ -1 equaled .42.

The

These r

values indicate that 58% of the variance in SCORFST scores
could be attributed to the variable of experience, while 42%
of the variance was due to other factors.

These findings

supported the prediction that experienced nurses would score
higher on SIMUDEMA than the novice nurse group.

The

significant positive correlation between SCORFST scores and
months of experience suggests that the ability to request
information by asking questions with high informational
value increases with experience.
In order to distinguish between levels of experience
and the dependent variables, SCORFST and PTS, an independent
two-sample i-test was calculated.

The results indicated

that the mean SCORFST score of the experienced nurses was
significantly higher than those of the novice group(!=
-2.67; E = .01).

The difference in PTS means between the
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Table 7
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients
Between SCORFST and PTS Scores with Experience,
Length of Time, and Number of Questions
Variable

SCORFST

Experience
(Months)

PTS

.337

.013*

.107

.260

Length of
Time Needed

-.468

.001*

.267

.080

Number of
Questions

-.776

.001*

.389

.009*

two groups was not statistically significant (j;_ = -0.40; E =
.694).
To further analyze the difference in SCORFST means,
months of experience, length of time used to complete the
SIMUDEMA, and number of questions asked were used as
criteria for sorting SCORFST scores (Table 8).

Months of

experience were sorted according to four categories.
to 47 months comprised category one.

Five

The three remaining

experience categories were 48 to 59 months, 60 to 71 months,
and 72 plus months, respectively.

The length of time

required to complete the SIMUDEMA was grouped into two
categories.

Twenty minutes or less made up category one,

while 21 or more minutes made up the second time grouping
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category.

In addition, the number of questions asked was

sorted into two categories with 10 or less questions as the
first category and 11 or more questions as the criteria for
the second category.
Table 8
Nominal Level Categories of the Independent Variables of
Experience (Months), Length of Time Needed, and
Number of Questions Asked
Variable

Group Levels

Experience (Months)

5-47
48-59
60-71
72 or

Length of Time Required

0-20 minutes
21 or more minutes

Number of Questions Asked

0-10 questions
11 or more questions

months
months
months
more months

A 4 x 2 two-way analysis of variance was calculated
using levels of experience and questions with SCORFST scores
as the dependent variable.

The findings indicated that

neither the levels of the independent variables, experience
and number of questions, nor their interaction had a
significant influence on the SCORFST scores.
this analysis can be seen in Table 9.

The results of
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Table 9
Two-Way Analysis of Variance for SCORFST by
Levels of Experience and Questions
Source of
Variance

Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

Experience
Questions
Interaction
Error

38.883
10.576
11.434
250.922

3
1
3
37

12.961
10.576
3.811
6.782

F
1.86
1.52
0.55

.1539
.2260
.6535

The results of a 4 x 2 two-way analysis of variance
using levels of experience and length of time required also
revealed no statistically significant effect of these
variables on SCORFST scores (Table 10).

The level of

interaction between the levels of the independent variables,
experience and time, was not statistically significant.
Results of a 2 x 2 analysis of variance between levels
of time required and number of questions asked with SCORFST
as the dependent variable yielded a significant F value for
the level of questions

<r

= 6.61;

e = .01) (Table 11).

Because both independent variables had only two levels, a
statistical test for main effects of question levels was not
necessary.

Visual inspection of the cell means revealed

that subjects who asked 10 or fewer questions had higher
SCORFST scores regardless of the amount of time spent
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Table 10
Two-Way Analysis of Variance for SCORFST by
Levels of Experience and Time
Source of
Variance

Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

Experience
Time
Interaction
Error

35.235
0.030
32.754
271.764

3
1
3
36

11. 745
0.030
10.918
7.549

completing the instrument.

F
1.56
0.00
1.45

.2169
.9503
.2455

There was no significant

interaction effect between the independent variables of time
and number of questions asked.
Table 11
Two-Way Analysis of Variance for SCORFST by Levels
of Time and Number of Questions Asked
Source of
Variance

Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

Time
Questions
Interaction
Error

0.397
49.399
0.482
299.017

1
1
1
40

0.397
49.399
0.482
7.475

*E:5. 01.

F
0.05
6.61
0.06

.8189
.0140*
.8009
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H5 :

Scores achieved on the SIMUDEMA and scores
achieved on the American College Test (ACT) verbal
aptitude, natural science, mathematics, social
science, and composite tests will be positively
correlated.

Bruner et al. (1956) suggested that inferential ability
influenced the selection of decision-making strategies.

In

order to test for the presence and strength of this
relationship, the SCORFST and PTS scores were correlated
with available ACT verbal, natural science, mathematics,
social science, and composite scores using a Pearson
product-moment correlation procedure.

The results of this

comparison (Table 12) indicated a significant negative
relationship between the PTS score and the social science
score(~= -.3757; E = .044).

The results failed to support

the prediction that scores on the SIMUDEMA would be
positively correlated with cognitive ability as measured by
ACT verbal, natural science, mathematics, social science,
and composite test scores.
H :
6

Scores on SIMUDEMA version I and II will be
positively correlated.

In order to establish the reliability of the two versions of
SIMUDEMA, a Pearson product-moment correlation was
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Table 12
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients
Between SCORFST and PTS Scores with ACT Scores
as Measures of Cognitive Ability
Variable

SCORFST

Verbal
Natural Science
Mathematics
Social Science
Questions

.2402
-.1716
.0652
.0626
.0916

PTS
.193
.373
.727
.747
.624

-.2803
.0155
-.2220
-.3757
-.2689

.126
.936
.230
.044*
.143

calculated between the PTS and SCORFST scores earned on the
two versions of SIMUDEMA for subjects who returned for the
retest.

While the correlation of SCORFST scores between the

two versions was not statistically significant (~ = -.1997;
E = .317), the PTS score between the two versions did show a

significant positive relationship(~= .6789; E = .03).

An

explanation for this lack of correlation between SCORFST
scores could be due to the small retest sample size (g = 8).
Summary
In summary, the data were calculated and displayed in
tables and figures in this chapter.

No support was found

for the hypotheses of this study which predicted that
experienced nurses would ask fewer questions, use tentative
hypotheses more often, and arrive at the correct nursing
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diagnosis more often than the novice nurse group.
Hypotheses predicting that experienced nurses would use less
time, tend to use a multiple hypothesis testing strategy
earlier, and score higher on the SIMUDEMA were supported by
the data.

The significant positive relationship between

months of experience and SCORFST scores suggested that the
ability to ask high value questions increases with
experience.

The findings and implications of this study are

explored in Chapter 5.

CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study was conducted to identify decision-making
strategies used by experienced and novice nurses to
formulate nursing diagnoses.

Six major hypotheses were

tested and included:
H1 :

Experienced nurses will use different decisionmaking strategies earlier in the diagnostic
process than will novice nurses:
a.

Experienced nurses will ask fewer questions
when completing the simulated decision-making
model (SIMUDEMA) than will novice nurses.

b.

Experienced nurses will complete SIMUDEMA in
less time than novice nurses.

c.

Novice nurses will ask a greater percentage of
questions to verify the priority nursing
diagnosis than will experienced nurses.

d.

Experienced nurses will use a multiple
hypothesis testing strategy earlier in the
questioning sequence than will novice nurses.

H2 :

Experienced nurses will use tentative hypotheses
to guide assessment more often than novice nurses.
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H3 :

Experienced nurses will formulate more nursing
diagnoses that are consistent with the
investigator-determined priority nursing diagnosis
in SIMUDEMA versions I and II than will novice
nurses.

H4 :

Experienced nurses will demonstrate a higher
degree of concept attainment as evidenced by
higher scores on the SIMUDEMA than those earned by
novice nurses.

H5 :

Scores achieved on the SIMUDEMA and scores
achieved on the American College Test (ACT) verbal
aptitude, natural science, mathematics, social
science, and composite tests will be positively
correlated.

H6 :

Scores on SIMUDEMA version I and II will be
positively correlated.

Data were collected from a sample drawn from two
populations of nurses who had been introduced to the concept
of nursing diagnosis and the diagnostic process.

Four

instruments were administered to each subject which included
DEMODATA, SIMUDEMA--a simulated patient situation, WPS--a
form for recording tentative hypotheses, and the evaluation
form.

Chapter 5 consists of a summary of the study with a

discussion of findings, conclusions and implications, and
recommendations.
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Summary of the Study
The sample for this study consisted of 44 subjects
randomly selected from two populations:

all students

currently enrolled in the first level of the associate
degree nursing program located on the college campus where
the study was conducted and graduates of the same associate
degree nursing program who had been employed in nursing for
a minimum of 2 years.

Randomization was achieved by a

systematic sampling technique (Abdellah

&

Levine, 1979).

Beginning with a random start, every third name was selected
from alphabetized lists until 50 names had been selected
from each population.

The lists included class rolls of

students in the first year of the nursing program as well as
those of the graduating classes from May, 1980 through May,
1984.

Of the 44 subjects who agreed to participate, 24 were

students and 20 were graduates.

All subjects met the

criteria for inclusion in the study.
The four instruments administered to each subject
included DEMODATA, SIMUDEMA, the WPS form, and the
evaluation form.

The DEMODATA instrument was computerized

to allow subjects to become familiar with the computer
keyboard and to gather demographic data for the purposes of
describing the sample and for statistical analysis (Appendix
D).

SIMUDEMA was a computerized patient simulation which
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consisted of a photograph of the patient and a brief report.
Subjects were told that the objective of the computer
simulation, SIMUDEMA, was to gather the data necessary to
make the priority nursing diagnosis for the simulated
patient at that time.

Participants were required to type

questions into the computer as if they were interviewing or
gathering information about the patient.

When ready to make

the priority nursing diagnosis, selection of the appropriate
menu option resulted in a request for the subject to type in
the problem statement, cause, and assessment data on which
the diagnosis was based.
recorded for analysis.

All requests for information were
The third instrument, a working

problem sheet (WPS), was a blank sheet of paper with space
to record the subject's code number, time required to
complete SIMUDEMA, tentative hypotheses, and any other notes
the subject wished to make (Appendix E).

The final

instrument was an evaluation form with questions to elicit
optional feedback regarding the testing experience (Appendix
F).

Analysis of the data consisted of a description of the
sample as well as measures of central tendency and variability of the independent variables.

The questions of each

subject were categorized according to content and examined
for the use of a multiple hypothesis testing strategy.

The
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WPS forms were checked for the presence of written tentative
hypotheses.

In addition, a total points (PTS) and an

average points (SCORFST) scores were calculated for each
subject based on the sum of weighted points for each
question and the number of questions asked.

The

relationship of SCORFST and PTS scores to innate cognitive
ability was tested by correlating these scores with the
available ACT scores.

Finally, the scores of eight subjects

who returned for the retest session were correlated with
their first session scores to test for reliability of the
instruments for measuring decision-making strategies.
Discussion of the Findings
The SIMUDEMA was considered to be a valid instrument
for identifying differences in decision-making strategies.
Medical research has indicated that the menu driven and
multiple choice formats of most patient management problems
tended to influence the choice of cues (Wolf, 1984).
SIMUDEMA consisted of only one menu option of this type.
Because subjects were required to create their own cue
choices, SIMUDEMA recorded the decision-making process as
information was requested.

The investigator was able to

extract each subject's questions verbatim and in the order
of selection.

The questions asked by each subject were

examined and categorized for hypothesis testing.
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Hypothesis 1
To test the prediction that experienced nurses would
use different decision-making strategies earlier in the
diagnostic process than novice nurses, four subhypotheses
were stated.

Results of hypothesis testing for each of

these subhypotheses produced mixed findings, and therefore
resulted in rejection of Hypothesis 1.

The findings for

each of the subhypotheses are discussed in the following
sections.
Subhypothesis a.

Experienced nurses will ask fewer

questions when completing the simulated decision-making
model (SIMUDEMA) than will novice nurses.

While the novice

group asked more questions over all, this difference was not
statistically significant and could have been due to either
chance or the difference in sample sizes (g = 20, 24).

This

finding concurred with those of Matthews and Gaul (1979) who
reported that "the value of each cue, rather than the number
of available cues, enabled each subject to derive the
nursing diagnoses" (p. 22).
Subhypothesis b.

Experienced nurses will complete

SIMUDEMA in less time than novice nurses.

The length of

time required for experienced nurses to complete SIMUDEMA
was significantly less than that used by the novice group.
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This finding agreed with those cited in studies of medical
students and general practitioners (Westin, 1984; Westin,
Salvesen,

&

Gotestam, 1986).

In these studies, time was

found to correlate negatively with the degree of decisiveness which in turn correlated positively with length of
experience.

Similarly, results of a correlation between the

length of time required to complete SIMUDEMA and SCORFST
scores was significantly negative(£= -.468; 2 = .001).
This finding suggested that asking questions with high
informational value resulted in the need for less time to
formulate the priority nursing diagnosis.

SubhyPothesis c.

Novice nurses will ask a greater

percentage of questions to verify the priority nursing
diagnosis than will experienced nurses.

In contrast to the

prediction, the experienced nurses asked a greater
percentage of their total questions about altered comfort
than the novice nurses.

The experienced nurses asked 129

(61%) of their total 211 questions about comfort, while the
novice group asked 162 (53%) of their total 305 questions
about altered comfort.

These results were not statistically

different and tended to support the summarization by
Elstein, Shulman, and Sprafka (1978) that the differences
between strong and weak problem solvers had more to do with
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the content of their experiences than with the
problem-solving strategies used.
Subhvpothesis d.

Experienced nurses will use a

multiple hypothesis testing strategy earlier in the questioning sequence than will novice nurses.

The experienced

nurse group used a multiple hypothesis scanning strategy
during the first half of the data collection period
significantly more often than the novice group.

In

contrast, the novice group tended to use a successive
scanning strategy more frequently during the first half of
the encounter.

This finding concurred with those of

researchers who suggested that the novice decision maker
tends to focus on the first available cue (Benner, 1984;
Gordon, 1980; Putzier, Padrick, Westfall, & Tanner, 1985).
This tendency for the novice group to focus on the first cue
was readily apparent in the data.

In SIMUDEMA, an opening

question such as "Why are you here?" elicited the response
"My stomach hurts very badly."

Those subjects deemed to be

using a successive hypothesis testing strategy focused on
the patient's pain many times to the complete exclusion of
assessment in other areas.
The mixed nature of the findings that resulted from
testing the subhypotheses for Hypothesis 1 were also
supported in the literature.

The variables--number of
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questions asked and time spent--were examined by Barrows,
Neufeld, Feightner, and Norman (1978) who concluded that
measures of data-gathering activity, such as length of time
used to collect data and number of questions asked, were
unrelated to educational level, concept attainment, and
appropriateness of management.

Yet, Kleinmuntz (1968) found

that more experienced diagnosticians asked fewer questions
and focused their questions so that the maximum information
was gained.
The finding that the experienced nurses used a multiple
hypothesis testing strategy earlier in the questioning
sequence while novices used a successive scanning strategy
supported the theoretical framework of this study.

Bruner,

Goodnow, and Austin (1956) described the initial form of
knowledge representation as being enactive.

In this form,

the learner can only handle a single informational cue at
any one time.

The increased use of the successive scanning

strategy by the novice group tended to support the
conclusion that their knowledge of the diagnostic process
was in the first stage of development.
Bruner et al.'s (1956) second form of knowledge
representation was the ikonic representation.

Nurses having

an ikonic representation of the diagnostic process would
begin to scan information simultaneously but in a
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rule-dependent fashion.

In this study, ikonic

representation was demonstrated by the use of a multiple
hypothesis testing strategy coupled with increased numbers
of questions and time spent completing the simulation.
Following the rules resulted in a thorough head-to-toe
assessment regardless of the urgency of the patient's
request for pain medication.
The highest form of knowledge representation was
labeled as symbolic.

According to Bruner et al. (1956),

knowledge that was represented symbolically allowed the
learner to organize the stimulus, relate the organized
perception to one or more categories, and finally achieve
structural integration.

Nurses demonstrating the symbolic

form of knowledge representation were therefore expected to
have an intuitive grasp of the situation.

In this study,

the symbolic representation of the diagnostic process was
seen as a quick check of critical categories, such as
oxygenation and safety, followed by a thorough assessment of
the chief complaint--pain.

This behavior was demonstrated

by experienced nurses who used the multiple hypothesis
testing strategy and asked few questions of high
informational value (i.e., high SCORFST scores).
In swnrnary, results of subhypothesis testing did not
provide support for the prediction that experienced nurses
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would use different strategies earlier in the diagnostic
process than the novice nurses.

However, taken together,

the results do reveal differences in strategy use that
cannot be solely attributed to length of time used, months
of experience, number of questions asked or the type of
strategy employed.

The use of a multiple hypothesis testing

strategy combined with a high SCORFST score appeared to
represent symbolic knowledge representation.
Hypothesis 2
Hypothesis 2 was designed to predict that experienced
nurses would use tentative hypotheses more often than the
novice nurse group.

While the percentage of experienced

nurses using tentative hypotheses was greater than that of
the novice nurse group, this difference did not prove to be
significant.

Therefore, Hypothesis 2 was rejected; experi-

enced nurses did not use tentative hypotheses more often
than novice nurses.

While tentative diagnoses were not

written on the WPS form, this investigator noted clusters of
questions asked by subjects.

Subjects who asked a series of

questions regarding the potential presence of blood in the
vomitus and nasogastric drainage were believed to be
pursuing a hypothesis of potential for injury:

hemorrhage.

The finding that 19 (43%) of the 44 subjects asked about
bleeding while only 1 subject made this diagnosis suggested
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that this tentative hypothesis was being used to guide
assessment.

The low incidence of tentative hypotheses on

the WPS form could have been related to lack of familiarity
with the term hypothesis.

Patel, Groen, and Frederiksen

(1966) proposed that experts have causal networks of rules
that link propositions in terms of causes and conditions.
The increased recall of physicians reflected their ability
to use patterns of clinical cues to access these networks.
Novices were unable to embed the clusters of facts into an
elaborate knowledge network.
According to Putzier et al. (1985), tentative
hypotheses facilitate the clustering of patient data into
meaningful chunks and direct further data collection.

These

authors added that the results of studies have indicated
that novice diagnosticians have difficulty clustering cues.
These findings could be due to the lack of a knowledge-based
category in which to sort cues.

DeGroot (1965) suggested

that problem-solving ability could be improved if students
were taught methods of organizing their knowledge.

Nursing

authors have suggested that the taxonomy of nursing
diagnoses with defining criteria provides an excellent
vehicle for organizing and structuring nursing knowledge
(Carpenito, 1983; Fredette

&

O'Connor, 1983).

The fact that

25% of the novice nurses in the present study did write
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tentative hypotheses could be due to their increased
knowledge of the nursing diagnostic categories.
Nurs~ng researchers have also written that knowledge
and experience greatly affect cue clustering and the speed
of hypothesis generation (Jenkins, 1985; Putzier et al.,
1985).

However, there were times during data collection

when the use of previous experience had its drawbacks.

One

subject requested to read the SIMUDEMA chart, asked what the
medical diagnosis was, and immediately made the diagnosis of
pain.

When asked how she knew this, she replied that she

knew people who had had gallstones and they hurt.

This

subject demonstrated the idea of premature closure of the
hypothesis list which was described by Aspinall and Tanner
(1981) as a pitfall of decision making.

The diagnosis was

made without verifying the hypothesis with the patient.
HyPothesis 3
Hypothesis 3 predicted that the experienced nurse group
would formulate more diagnoses that were consistent with the
priority nursing diagnosis.

The number of consistent

diagnoses was not significantly different between groups.
Despite requiring more time, having a smaller knowledge
base, and having less experience, the novice group did
eventually attain the concept by formulating the diagnosis
of "altered comfort."

Therefore, the prediction that
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experienced nurses would formulate more correct diagnoses
was not supported.

A similar finding was noted by Gaul

(1978) when she studied differences between undergraduate
and graduate nursing students.

In her study, all except 2

of 60 subjects made the correct diagnoses.
Of additional interest was the finding that the novice
nurse group made significantly more diagnostic statements
that were consistent with the nursing diagnosis taxonomy
proposed by NANDA (Doenges

&

Moorhouse, 1985).

Since

development of the taxonomy of nursing diagnoses was in its
infancy while many of the experienced subjects were in
school, this result was not too surprising.

However, the

high degree of use of the diagnostic statements by the
novice group does lend support to suggestions by proponents
of the nursing diagnosis taxonomy who believe that nursing
diagnosis can be taught rather than just caught (Fredette &
O'Connor, 1979; Gordon, 1980; Guzzetta
Mallick, 1983).

&

Dossey, 1983;

It is possible that use of the taxonomy

provided a framework for organizing nursing knowledge in a
readily retrievable form.

The finding that experienced

nurses tended to make medical rather than nursing diagnoses
illustrated the need for such a framework.
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Hypothesis 4
Hypothesis 4 predicted that experienced nurses would
demonstrate a higher degree of concept attainment as
evidenced by higher scores on SIMUDEMA than the novice
nurses.

Two scores were calculated for each subject using

the SIMUDEMA results.

A PTS score was calculated by summing

the weighted points for each question asked.

This score

represented the total value of the information collected by
the subject.

A second score, SCORFST, was calculated by

dividing the PTS score by the number of questions asked by
that subject.

SCORFST scores represented the average value

of the questions asked by the subject.
Statistical analysis revealed that the mean SCORFST
scores of the experienced nurse group were significantly
higher than the mean SCORFST scores of the novice group.
similar difference in mean PTS scores was not observed.

A
A

two-way analysis of variance indicated that the number of
questions asked had a significant effect on SCORFST scores.
While PTS scores were not significantly different between
groups, this finding was expected since there was no penalty
for the number of low value questions.

In contrast, SCORFST

scores, which were based on question value and the number of
questions asked, were significantly different between the
groups.

This finding indicated that the informational value
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of questions asked was higher for the experienced nurse
group than for the novice group.
A correlation between SCORFST scores and the number of
questions asked was strongly negative which indicated that
subjects who asked fewer questions tended to have higher
SCORFST scores.

The correlation between SCORFST scores and

months of experience was significantly positive (E = .013).
These findings, coupled with the finding that the
experienced nurses had a significantly higher SCORFST mean,
suggested that while this group generally asked fewer
questions, their questions had a higher informational value.
In addition, the informational value of questions tended to
increase as the nurse gained experience.

Similar results

were reported by Gaul (1978) who found that undergraduate
subjects tended to request information that had little
informational value and was sometimes inappropriate.

One

subject in the current study asked 11 consecutive questions
regarding family matters that might be causing the patient
anxiety.

These information requests were made despite the

fact that the patient's reply was that "he wasn't anxious,
he just hurt."
The finding that the difference in SCORFST scores was
not significantly influenced by the levels of experience
also seemed to indicate involvement of other factors in the
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maturing of diagnostic decision making.

The form of

knowledge representation would tend to influence SCORFST
scores because the nurse having a symbolic representation of
the concept of nursing diagnosis would have asked few
questions with high informational value.

This questioning

tact would have resulted in PTS scores that were similar to
those of subjects with less mature forms of knowledge
representation.

However, SCORFST scores rewarded the

subject for gathering appropriate information with fewer
questions.

Therefore, the difference in SCORFST scores

between novice and experienced nurses could be attributed to
the difference in knowledge representation.

The fact that

the number of months of experience was not a significant
factor supported Benner's (1984) opinion that experience was
a qualitative rather than a quantitative variable.
HyPothesis 5
A test for the degree of relationship between cognitive
ability and decision making yielded a significant negative
correlation between the PTS scores and ACT social science
scores.

This result failed to support the prediction that

there would be a positive correlation between scores
achieved on the SIMUDEMA and ACT scores.

Pilot study

results indicated a significant relationship between SCORFST
scores and mathematical ability (g = 6).

The difference in
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these findings indicates the need for further studies in
this area.
Difficulty demonstrating a direct relationship between
inferential abilty and decision-making strategies was also
experienced by Gordon (1980).

She used Miller's Analogy and

Graduate Record Examination Verbal Aptitude Subtest scores
as measures of inferential ability.

Gordon attributed the

lack of relationship to the fact that all subjects had
already been accepted to graduate schools and therefore did
not constitute two sufficiently different groups.
HyPothesis 6
In spite of efforts to increase the number of retest
subjects, only eight subjects returned for the second
testing session.

Therefore, results of the test-retest

method of establishing reliability of the two versions of
SIMUDEMA were viewed cautiously.

The correlation between

PTS scores of versions I and II indicated a significant
positive relationship.
SCORFST scores.

This result was not seen between

Therefore, the prediction that SIMUDEMA

scores for version I and II would be positively correlated
was not supported.
The lack of a significant correlation between
test-retest SCORFST scores could be attributed to the small
retest sample size, but further testing of the instrument is
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necessary.

A second possible explanation could have been

experience with SIMUDEMA.

Despite the fact that the

photograph and situations were changed, the recent
experience with gathering data on a simulated patient using
a computer was a factor influencing retest scores.

Recent

experience and knowledge of the problem have been found to
affect the speed and content of hypotheses generated
(Bruner, 1960).

In an attempt to control the learning

effect, the test and retest sessions were spaced at 2-week
intervals.
Another possible explanation for the lack of
correlation between version I and II SCORFST scores could
have been the photograph used for SIMUDEMA version II.
While the novice group had been exposed to classroom content
regarding the purposes of a nasogastric tube, their clinical
exposure was extremely limited.

This explanation was

suggested by the occurrence of questions asked by the novice
group regarding the purpose of the nasogastric tube.
Conclusions
The conclusions of this study include the following:
1.

Experienced nurses used a multiple hypothesis testing
strategy early in the diagnostic task, while novice
nurses tended to use a successive hypothesis testing
procedure early in the diagnostic task.
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2.

Experienced nurses asked questions with high
informational value as evidenced by higher SCORFST
scores, while novice nurses tended to ask questions with
low informational value as evidenced by lower SCORFST
scores.

3.

SCORFST scores, which represented the average
information value of the questions asked by each
subject, were positively correlated with the number of
months of experience using the diagnostic process.

4.

While significant differences in decision-making
strategy selection between novice and experienced nurse
groups were noted, some experienced nurses continued to
use strategies which indicated enactive and ikonic forms
of knowledge representation.

5.

When formulating nursing diagnoses, novice nurses listed
the NANDA proposed nursing diagnostic categories, while
experienced nurses listed symptoms and medical
diagnoses.
Implications
Based on the conclusions of this study, the following

implications have been identified.
1.

Since novice nurses entering the job market may not have
developed the degree of skill necessary to make accurate
nursing care decisions in acute care situations, nursing
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educators should incorporate decision and information
processing theories into nursing curricula.

Focused

clinical exercises using alternative decision-making
strategies should be used to increase the novice nurses'
awareness of the task, process, and outcomes of decision
making in daily nursing practice.

An appropriate time

for this introduction is the beginning of the second
year after students have learned basic assessment
techniques and the rudiments of the classification
system.
2.

The finding that some experienced nurses still made
decisions in a manner similar to the novice nurses

suggested that graduate nurses need additional
assistance to develop the necessary decision-making
skill.

Nursing service administrators need to exercise

caution when using years of experience as a criterion
for advancement to leadership positions.

This

assumption could jeopardize patients' lives when the
demand for rapid, accurate decision making arises.
3.

The finding that novice nurses categorized data
according to the proposed nursing diagnostic categories
suggests that the organization of nursing content around
these categories would be an effective method of
defining the domain of nursing knowledge.

Faculty
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commitment to the concept of a nursing diagnosis
taxonomy is critical to the success of this movement.
Recommendations
The results of this investigation prompted the
suggestion of the following recommendations for nursing
education, practice, and research.
1.

Future longitudinal correlational studies should be

done to measure the presence of a change in use of
diagnostic decision-making strategies by this novice group
after they have been out of school and employed in nursing
for 2 years.

Of additional interest to those involved with

the development of the diagnostic taxonomy for nursing would
be whether this group of subjects continues to use the NANDA
proposed diagnostic categories or if they regress to the use
of symptoms or medical diagnoses once out of the nursing
education setting.

A finding of continued use of the

nursing taxonomy would validate the importance of using this
taxonomy to structure the presentation of knowledge during
nursing education.
2.

Further revision and testing of SIMUDEMA should be

done in order to include the scoring mechanism within the
program.

While hand scoring was not difficult, the

usefulness of the instrument for teaching and evaluation
would be greatly enhanced by this addition.

Versions of the
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instrument should be made to fit a variety of clinical
situations.

Scoring the SIMUDEMA in the student's presence

could provide feedback regarding the informational value of
the student's questions.

The ultimate objective for the

student would be to improve SCORFST scores and move from a
successive hypothesis testing strategy to a multiple
hypothesis testing strategy.
Inclusion of the concept attainment measure in SIMUDEMA
scoring would give more meaning to the scores.

At present,

SCORFST scores represented the average value of the
information requested.

Inclusion of the correctness of the

diagnosis in the score could be accomplished by adding
points for the priority diagnosis and other plausible
diagnosis.

Unsubstantiated diagnoses and medical diagnoses

could result in a loss of points.
3.

Studies of decision making using an instrument such

as SIMUDEMA should be implemented by nursing service
departments in conjunction with other forms of evaluation.
The degree of agreement between SIMUDEMA results and
evaluations by nursing supervisors should be determined.
This method of establishing the validity of SIMUDEMA was
suggested in phase III of the study by Broderick and
Ammentorp (1979).

First, the question sequences resulting

from SIMUDEMA could be given to experienced evaluators to
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sort according to levels of experience.

The degree of

agreement between the experts' sorting and actual experience
level could be determined with a chi-square goodness of fit
procedure.

Secondly, degree of agreement between the

experts' sortings and other evaluation instruments for the
same subjects could be done using a similar statistical
procedure.

In this manner, the validity and reliability of

SIMUDEMA as an instrument for determining differences in
decision-making strategies could be established.
Ultimately, unit staffing and hiring could be enhanced by
knowledge of the nurse's decision-making style and skill
level.
4.

Longitudinal correlational studies to validate the

stability or variability of decision-making strategies
should be done using SIMUDEMA as the research instrument.
Once reliability of the instrument has been firmly
established, development of the skill of diagnostic decision
making could be monitored.

A change from the use of

successive hypothesis testing to a multiple hypothesis
testing strategy combined with an increase in SCORFST scores
would indicate that the nurse's diagnostic ability had
matured.

Eventually, results of ongoing, yearly assessments

could be used to plan inservice offerings and changes in
leadership positions.

However, the recommended studies
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would be necessary prior to using SIMUDEMA results as a
method of evaluation in either nursing service or education.
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March 26, 1986
Susan R. Hall
6711 Castle Lane Dr.
Houston, TX 77066

Dear Student,

I am a doctoral student at Texas Woman's University in
Houston, Texas, working to complete dissertation
requirements for the Doctor of Philosophy in Nursing degree.
The research I am conducting is to observe decision-making
styles of nurses and nursing students. To accomplish this
goal, a computerized patient simulation has been developed.
You are being asked to participate in this study. Your
assistance with this project would be greatly appreciated.
Participation in this research will involve completing
the computer simulation, using a working problem sheet, and
answering demographic information questions.
Your
permission is also requested for the use of your ACT scores.

All data will remain anonymous.

While the findings of

this study will be published as part of a dissertation,
precautions will be taken so that no individual identities
are revealed. In order to match data, all forms will be
coded.
After the final data collection, individual results
will be available for those interested. The scores can only
be requested by code number as there will be no other method
of identifying individual participants. An abstract of the
final study will be available at a later date by contacting
me.
In no way will scores, participation, or the decision
not to participate in this study affect your course grade or
employment status. Participation in this study is voluntary
and you may drop out at any time without question or
consequence. A possible benefit from participation in this
study would be increased knowledge of your own decisionmaking style.
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Data collection will take place on the South campus of
North Harris County College. Use of the computer classroom,
W-155, in the Winship Building has been scheduled for:
SESSION 1

SESSION 2

-

Monday

April 7th

12

Tuesday

April 8th

8 - 9 am.
12 - 5 pm.

Friday

April 18th

Monday

April 28th

Tuesday

April 29th

Friday

May

2nd

5 pm.

8 - 9 am.
1:30 - 4 pm.
12

-

5 pm.

12

8 -

-

9 am.
5 pm.

1:30

-

4 pm.

Completion of the simulation will require approximately
35 to 45 minutes of your time each of these sessions.
Please complete the enclosed card indicating the time that
would be most convenient for you. Please return the card to
the ADN office or via mail.
IT IS UNDERSTOOD THAT YOUR COMPLETION OF THE COMPUTER
SIMULATION AND FORMS CONSTITUTES AGREEMENT TO PARTICIPATE IN
THIS STUDY.
The University provides no medical service or
compensation for injury resulting from participation in this
research.
Thank-you in advance for your cooperation and time
taken in helping me with this research study.
If you have
further questions, you may contact me at 443-5759 or at my
home number 537-1176.

~t!lhz

Susan R. Hall, R.N., M.S.N.
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DEMOGRAPHIC DATA FORM
SCREEN 1
Welcome to SIMUDEMA, a computerized simulation of a patient
situation.
The first part of this program will involve
filling out a demographic data form.
The form has been
computerized to provide you with the opportunity to get
familiar with the keyboard before beginning the simulation.
When you have finished reading this paragraph, pressing the
RETURN key will move you on to the next screen.

SCREEN 2
You will be asked to enter numbers, letters, or short
sentences as responses at various times throughout the
program.
To enter numbers, you simply choose the response
that best fits your situation and press the number key that
corresponds.
You may use the numeric keys just above the
alphabet keys. Once you have pressed the chosen response,
again hit RETURN and the next screen will appear.
If you
press the wrong number but have not pressed RETURN, you can
hit back space to change the answer. So check your answers
before hitting RETURN.
If you do hit RETURN for an
incorrect response, let the researcher know and she will
assist you.
When you have finished reading this page, press RETURN.

SCREEN 3
Let's begin by entering the code number the researcher has
assigned you. Type the three digit code number in the space
provided.
Notice that without moving the cursor, the
numbers will appear in the space provided.
CODE NUMBER :
Now press RETURN.
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SCREEN 4
In order to describe the characteristics of the overall
research sample, the sex and age of subjects would be
important data.
[If you do not wish to reveal your age (it
will be between you and the computer), please enter double
zero's as the computer will not know how to accept no for an
answer!]
SEX:

Male (M) or Female (F)

AGE:

years

Enter Mor

F:

(RETURN)

SCREEN 5
Your current level of nursing education preparation is:

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

Student
Associate Degree
BSN
MSN or higher
AD with BS in another field.
BSN with MS in another field.

Please enter the number that corresponds with the category
of educational preparation that best describes you.
Educational preparation:

(RETURN)

SCREEN 6
Enter the number of years or months of experience you have
had in nursing.
Experience:

years,

months.

(RETURN)

SCREEN 7
The position you have held for most of the time you have
worked in nursing has been:
Enter the title or job type:

(RETURN)
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SCREEN 8
You have now completed the demographic data form.
you.

Thank

We are now ready to begin the computer simulation, SIMUDEMA.
SIMUDEMA is intended to make the nursing situation as
realistic as possible (considering that we ARE in a
classroom and working at a computer).
BUT in order to do
this you have to provide the imagination.
(RETURN)
SCREEN 9
You will be given "report" on a patient for whom you are to
assess and determine the priority nursing diagnosis.
You
will also be asked to view a photograph of the patient being
described in the report.
(RETURN)

SCREEN 10
Following "report" you will be given the option of
immediately making the priority nursing diagnosis or
gathering more information.
Should you choose the option of
making the nursing diagnoses, the computer will assist you
with writing the diagnoses.
Should you choose the option of
gathering more information, the computer will instruct you
to ask for the information.
It will recognize sentences,
phrases, or one word questions.
Should it not understand
your question, it will ask you to restate it in another way.
(RETURN)

SCREEN 11
As you think about the patient, tentative hunches as to
possible nursing diagnoses will probably come to mind.
As
you think of these, please jot them down on the working
problem sheet the investigator has given you.
In addition,
also note the item of information that brought this
hypothesis to mind.
You may also use the form for note
taking if you wish to keep track of the information you've
gathered.
Try to gather the information and make notes just
as you would with a real patient in the hospital.
(RETURN)
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SCREEN 12
If you have any further questions at this time, please ask
the researcher.
If not, press RETURN and turn on the slide
projector.

APPENDIX E
WORKING PROBLEM SHEET (WPS)
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WORKING PROBLEM SHEET
Directions:
After viewing the photograph and reading the
patient report, please pause and write any hunches you may
have as to the priority nursing diagnosis for this
situation.
If you should have later hunched, please write
these down also as well as the item of information you
requested just prior to having the hunch.
Feel free to use
the rest of the space to make any other notes you wish.
Please return this sheet when you complete the simulation.
Code Number:

APPENDIX F
EVALUATION FORM
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EVALUATION
Your comments or suggestions would be most helpful in
revising this simulation prior to further testing.
The
following questions have been developed to elicit your
opinion.
This evaluation form can be placed in the sealed
box located by the door to assure confidentiality.
Thank
you.
Susan Hall
1. How would you describe the experience of completing this
simulation?
2.

Did you find making written notes for yourself helpful?

3. Have you ever used a computer before? (yes/no)
If no,
was the experience of filling in the information at the
beginning of the simulation sufficient to familiarize you
with the use of the keyboard?

4.

Was the mental process required for gathering

information about the patient in the simulation in any way
simular to assessing a patient in clinical?
5. How much time did it take you to complete the
simulation?
6. Were the directions clear? (yes/no)
directions need to be further explained?

If no, which

7.
In completing the simulation, do you feel you gathered
information in the same sequence and depth that you
ordinarily use when working with real patients?
Additional comments:

